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Th.e Znland Empire N'ews -an 
Top names head up this year's Orange Show 
· hich will begin on M ay 13 an d continue 
· through the 23rd. Page B-1 
pril Narcissee named Miss Teen Redlands, first 
frican-American to hold the title. Page B-3 
BULK RATE U.S. 
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Cents I 
Woman and Business Expo to f eature Barbara 
Walden. Page A-4 
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Author Jawanza Kunjufu, 
v,:ill be the guest speaker on 
· S,aturday, May 22, 1993, at the 
Kansas Ave. Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, 4491 Kansas 
• Ave. in Riverside. He will dis-
• cuss with youth, critical issues 
• facing the African-American 
; . ·male and how to motivate and 
. prepare Black youth to work. 
Kunjufu is well know as a 
1 ational leader on the subjects 
that are making life difficult for 
, Qur youth. 
Jawanza Kunjufu is an edu-
'cation consultant with African-
: American Images. He is con-
. ·stantly on the lecture circuit 
: with over thirty different work-
. : spops, addressing students, par-
: . ents, teachers, and community 
: . . : } . . . 
t 
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Jawanza Kunjufu 
residents. He is the author of 
Countering the Conspiracy to 
n es troy. Black Boys, Vol. 11 
and 111, Motivating Black 
Youth to Work, Developing 
Positive Self-lmages in Black 
Children, Children are the 
Reward of Life , Lessons from 
History: A Celebration in 
Blackness, Elementary & High 
School, To Be Popular or Smart: 
The Black Peer Group, critical 
l ssues in Educating African 
American Youth-A Talk with 
Jawanza, and Black Economics: 
Solutions For Economic and 
Community Empowennent. 
Kunjufu is the executive pro-
ducer of the full feature movie, 
, "Up Against The Wall." 
Kunjufu will speak to the 
youth in a separate closed ses-
sion and the general public will 
be invited to hear him at 8:00 
p .m. at the church. For more 
inform ation call (909) 682-
9810. The event is sponsored by 
Kansas Ave . Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, Pastor Jesse 
L Wilson. The Black Voice is 
-sponsor. 
he AWARD DANCE 
~DRAISER 
100 Black Men of The Inland 
Empire Inc. presents Image 
Award Dance Fundraiser at 
NQrton Air Force Bases Offices 
Clµb. 
Donation: $10 in advance $15 
~t the door per person Friday, 
June 11 , 1993 8:00 p.m. - until. 
Hors d'oeuvres will be served. 
Foi more infonnation Call A & 
B · Design Group, Bernard 
Haynes, Jr. (714) 923-6288 or 
TRI-STAR Family Dental 
Center (714) 875-1299 for more 
information. 
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President Clinton Appoints Lee Brown Director of Drug Control Policy 
In a Rose Garden ceremony on Wednesday, April 28, 1993, President Bill Clinton announced 
the appointment of former New York Police Commissioner Lee Brown to the top job In the 
Administration 's effort to fight drugs. " I'm convinced that there Is no better American to lead 
this effort than Lee Brown," said President Clinton. "He's been the chief law enforcement 
officer In Atlanta, In Houston and New York. He's a policeman with a PhD In criminology who 
brings to this tough job a truly extraordinary record of Innovation In crime reduction, and a 
sensitivity to the problems of real people who want to walk home safe at night and who want 
to be free of the problems that we're trying to combat." 
Brown Needs 
L~ng 
Your help is needed to save the life of Sandra Miller Brown. B rown is a 31 year 
old mother of two (ages 7 and 
5), a University of California 
. Fullerton alumna and is in des-
perate need of humanitarian 
assistance to save her life. 
She has severe Pulmonary 
Hypertension, which has been 
diagnosed as terminal. She 
underwent open heart surgery in 
1988 and her heart and lung 
condition worsened. 
Unless she receives a lung 
transplant, she has less than 12 
months to live. She needs to be 
placed on the " Donor List" at 
the University of California San 
Diego Medical Center. UCSD 
needs $240,000 just to be able 
to ad her to the list. The cost of 
the operation is $300,000. 
As a result of her recent med-
ical diagnosis, she is permanent-
1 y d isabled and is a Social 
Security/Medi-Cal recipient . 
However, Medi-Cal will not pay 
for the transplant and the UCSD 
requires a patient of this status 
to prove in advance the ability 
to pay. 
Because of her financial cir-
cum stances, a trust fund h~s 
been established in her name for 
the sole purpose of raising funds 
for the lung transplant opera-
tion. 
A fund-raiser will be held for 
her on June 25, 1993, sponsored 
by the Showstoppers Dance 
Team, at Ayala High School, for 
information call (909) 897-
4970 . 
He r family and friends are 
asking for immediate help in the 
fonn of dollars to give her this 
life saving operation. Donations 
should be sent to Sandra Miller 
Brown Trust Fund, Account No. 
539624-30 c/o First Trust Bank, 
9700 Nineteenth Street, Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA 91701, (909) 
980-4340. 
Parents of Black Student Beaten By Whites Files Suit Local AIDS 
Activist Say 
No Help For 
Blacl< Victims 
' 'Fight Nigger and a White, If the 
Black Man wins, 
Then We all 
Jump In," was allegedly the 
chant before the three White 
boys beat and kicked Frantz 
Aboubaker, a straight "A" stu-
dent at Temecula Elementary. 
Of the students accused of 
the beating: one is the son of a 
policeman, one of a teacher and 
the other the son of a principal. 
"While other students continued 
the ch ant a teacher, Cecilia 
Diedrich, watched without stop-
ping the fight," said Yolette 
Aboubaker, the boy 's mother. 
The family has filed a lawsuit 
seeking an unspecified amount 
of money. 
Dr. Jay Hoffman, Assistant 
Superintendent of Schools in 
Temecula said he was not at 
liberty to d iscuss the matte r 
because of pending litigation. 
He did say, " The Department of 
Educat ion, office of Civil 
Rights, found there was no vio-
lation of (the student's) civil 
rights." 
Mrs. Aboubaker says Frantz, 
had to spend a week in intensive 
care and four months in the hos-
pital. The bill so far is $385,000. 
Her insurance ran out, and her 
husband Yahya, lost hi s job. 
Meanwhile the police and 
school officials say it wasn't 
that bad of a fight. 
The effects of the traumatic 
episode have taken a toll on 
Frantz's mental state. His physi-
cal an emotional injuries have 
prevented him from attending 
school. He was to have a home 
tutor, but no one has come to 
give him any instruction. 
The fight took place April 6, 
1992, just about the time of the 
first Rodney King Beating trial 
and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Services (INS) 
car chase which resulted in 
death at the Temecula High 
School. 
"My son was fighting to keep 
his eye, during that time," said 
Aboubaker. 
The Aboubaker's have lived 
in Temecula several years . They 
moved there 1when Mr. 
Aboubaker's place of employ-
ment relocated in the city. 
Things were not so bad until 
the family moved and changed 
schools. "From the beginning 
the kids harassed Frantz", Ms. 
Aboubaker told Black Voice 
News. "Th e Principal of the 
school told me • Italians were 
called names.• We are going to 
handle it - it is not your 
business ." Temecula 
Elementary School Principal, 
Mike Runyen, responded to the 
accusation with a 'no comment', 
wh en asked by Black Voice 
News. 
"The si tuation got worse 
when Frantz got an award from 
his form e r school Vail 
Elementary, which was present-
ed at Temecula Elementary. 
So me 
k i d s 
"My integrity should not 
have been in question," she said. 
Yolette said, It was a lynching!" 
she continued, "no one should 
have to go through this and I'm 
going to make sure it never hap-
pens again." 
Yahya additionally lost h is 
job at Melgard, a glass door and 
window manufacturer. "The 
reason given was that he could 
not work one hour of overtime, 
because he had to take our son 
to the hospital." 
Before the incident Yahya 
s 1 ashed Mrs. Aboubaker says Frantz, had to spend a 
his tires week in intensive care and f our months in 
and cut the hospital. The bill so far is $385,000. Her 
his brakes insurance ran out and her husband lost his 
~f c ye~!~ job. Meanwhile the police and school officials 
Then he say it wasn't that bad of a fight. 
received a 
c it a t ion 
because he had no brakes. He 
was scared to go to school 
because the White kids were 
still harassing him," she said. 
"The the day of the fight 
when the chanting began the 
students jumped him and the 
teacher looked on. When the 
fight. was over the teacher 
grabbed my son an told him, ' if 
you make one move I'll sue you 
for all you 've got.' Frantz said, 
"call my dad I canno t walk! " 
said Aboubaker. 
"When we saw him we knew 
he w as badly in jured. " said 
Aboubaker, who is a nurse. 
" We took him to Children's 
Hospital in San Diego where he 
remained for a week in intensive 
care, he had a Hematoma of the 
brain and a broken blood vessel 
in the right eye leaving only 
70% of his vision remaining." 
Frantz was moved to Loma 
Linda to have surgery to save 
his eye. The physician preform-
ing the surgery is so specialized 
that there arc only two in all of 
Southern California. 
To add insult to injury, the 
police reported her and her hus-
band, Yahya, to the Department 
of Protective Services (DPS) for 
child abuse. 
" Yahya, is from Ethiopia and 
doesn 't speak fluent English. 
The police told him he had to 
take a lie detector test. Yolette 
refused because they would not 
give the test to the children or 
the teacher who assaulted 
Frantz. 
won all of the awards at work, 
none of this counted on the day 
he could not work. They just let 
him go." 
One way to make sure it 
never happens again is to hit 
them in their pockets, she con-
tends." It is horrible to move 
out, to be in an isolated place, 
and realize this hatred and big-
otry. We have never left slav-
ery!" she exclaimed. 
The family is active in the 
community. Yolette is a member 
of the Women's Club and the 
Grad Night Parent's group. Her 
son is a member of the Little 
League and the Boy Scouts, 
The Aboubaker's are active 
members of the Lake Elsinore 
Seventh Day Adventist Church. 
"We try to teach our children 
morals. When children call my 
son names I'd explain they were 
wrong but we must not hate. 
What do you do when your 
child is savagely beaten and the 
teacher looks on? The Principal 
said, the teacher had a bad back 
and heart and-couldn't run fast 
enough to aid my son." 
The Temecula police report-
edly said they were not able to 
detennine what happened . The 
detective who investigated the 
case originally said there had 
been a fight but police said it 
was impossible to determine 
whether the confrontation at 
school caused Frantz's injuries. 
The witnesses' accounts were 
too varied to form an accurate 
conclusion. 
No charges have ever been 
filed against the teacher or the 
students that attacked Frantz 
that day. "If that had been me a 
Black child (beating) I would 
have been arrested," said Frantz 
to his mother when he came out 
of surgery. After the incident 
other minority parents came to 
her and told her they had experi-
enced the same harassment. 
School offic ials will not 
make comments to the Black 
Voice but di d tell the P ress 
Enterprise, that Frantz had a 
confrontation with the boys but 
they denied he was injured as a 
result. 
The Abou baker's civ il sui t 
names, the parents of the chil-
dren that allegedly attacked 
Frantz. They are: Gary Benson, 
John Riscen Mr. and Mrs. John 
Parent. 
The su it also alleges that 
Deidrich failed to break up the 
fight. Vickie White, a teacher's 
aide , is accused of failing to 
restrain the boys e arlier. 
Because other minority students 
are subjected to racial harass-
ment, the suit charges, Mike 
Runyen , and Margaret 
Pendleton, "failed to discipline 
the Caucasian perpetrators of 
the attacks , slurs, harassment 
and other incidents." 
In the suit and Mr. and Mrs. 
Aboubaker, say the district and 
the police are trying to cover up 
what really happened that day. 
When she requested a tu tor 
from the school the principal 
told me to make a tape and go to 
the library. 
Yesterday, the dist ric t met 
wi th the Aboubaker family and 
two of Frantz's physicians from 
Loma Lind Hospital, to explain 
the severity of his damage and 
to request a home teacher. The 
district said they would grant a 
tutor for four hours a week. 
Another bit irony is there is 
no more money to pay hospital 
bills, and the Aboubaker's can-
not get health insurance. The 
father is unemployed . He 
doesn't have the job he original-
ly came to the city for. But they 
cannot leave, because they just 
purchased a new house. 
To aid the family a trust fund 
has been set up for Frantz. Send 
any amount of money to: Wells 
Fargo Bank, Friends of Frantz, 
Ynez Road, Temecula, CA 
92592. 
Recently there was a hearing held in Riverside to find out how to distribute the 
Federal Ryan White dollars. 
Ryan White was the child who 
received national attention when 
he contracted AIDS during a 
blood transfusion and was 
unable to go to school. The 
money is national in focus and 
is awarded to counties through-
out the nation. 
"No one is looking out for the 
Black population," says Aynn 
Terrell, Executive Director of 
Frie nds Outside and board 
member/founder of MASE the 
minority aids education group. 
MASE was founded to take 
care of the needs of African-
Americans with the illness and 
to educate people not to get the 
illness. 
Most of the African-
American community did not 
know about the public hearing 
and M ASE is asking why. 
MASE is the only agency deal-
ing with the issue and they had 
to find out by accident. 
Terrell is concerned that the 
Black cases of AIDS is rising at 
a faster rate than any other race 
but the money is continually 
being diverted to "gay White 
males". 
Another concern of the orga-
nization is the culture and spe-
cific services African-
Americans don't have. She said, 
"We remember the Tuskegee 
experiment, where Black men 
were given syphilis to see why 
we were so resistant to it and 
were never told that is what they 
were doing. It is very hard for 
African-Americans because, we 
have friends who are White and 
they are not responsible for 
things that have happened, but 
they may not understand our 
frustration and if no more than 
to save those relationships I 
think we need our own ." The 
situation is getting desperate. In 
one month February or March 
there were 12 new cases of 
African-Americans with AIDS 
reported in our area. 
"We are upset that public 
hearing like the Ryan White 
Continued on page A-2 
Issues & Opinions 
COMMENTARY• LETTERS TO THE EDITOR•POLITICS 
The Black Voice News 
. GUEST EDITORIAL 
BLACKS SELLING OUT BLACKS 
(This is an open letter to the director of the Newark, New Jersey 
Committee of Black Churchmen. We felt that the issues he 
addressed have interest for our community - Editor) 
In a recent news article I read that your committee offered to the, 
(Newark, New Jersey) Asian Merchants the huge buying power of a 
United Black Church and its congregations, vocal support from the 
pulpits of over (200) Black churches that is represented by the 
NEWARK-NORTH JERSEY COMMITTEE OF BLACK 
CHURCHMEN. 
The news article further stated that your Church Organization 
was established in 1967, immediately after the Riots. 
I have witnessed, the opening and closing of countless Black 
owned businesses in our communities, since the (1967) Riots, they 
employed our people and more than likely, they would still be in 
business today if they could have received the same support from a 
UNITED BLACK CHURCH and it's congregations. 
I had a furniture store on Springfield Avenue in Newark, N.J., 
during the 1967 Riots. I was struggling for Black support to keep 
my doors open. I wrote and asked the Black Church for support. I 
offered to donate 10% percent of each sale back to the church as a 
thank you for their support. I never got an offer like the one you 
made publicly, to the Asian Business Community. 
How long and what will it take for Black men and women to 
control our own communities: Spiritually, Politically, Educationally 
and Economically? Especially since where we live we represent 
the majority population? 
If our Leaders and Elders continue to trade off our community's 
business districts will we not killing the dreams of our own youth 
and people, to share in the economics success of our own retail 
business districts? 
We have people with the skills in our church congregations 
across America to develop our own retail districts in a first class, 
quality and professional manner. When are we going to stop going 
to other people on our bending knees to give away our and our 
children's share of the American Dream to others? 
We are now telling our children about a global economy. We 
have never taken advantage of the Pot of gold in our own back 
yards! When will we stop letting some of our misguided leaders 
influence us to take our eyes of the prize. We must realize The 
American Dream in our own communities. Notice where most 
notice newly arrive immigrants to (America) stop to pick up there 
piece of the pie? 
In full view of our people's present day plight five and six dollars 
and hour jobs are not going to do a lot to help. I am presently out 
of work and I could never in good conscience, along with countless 
other Black people who have voiced their opinions, support the 
Black Church's proposal to whole heartedly place our future in the 
hands of other people's organized business while we fail to support 
our own. .. , 
I take issue with your rationale that your selective buying pro-
gram is a concept borrowed from the (FAIR SHARE) initiatives of 
the Urban League and N.A.A.C.P. with Corporate America.). 
The Black Church should be adopting the age old concept of the 
White, and Asian Church where they help finance, train, and setup 
their people in business. That way they help create thousands of 
jobs and new skills for their people. 
Since the 1967 Riots across Black America I have been saying 
that the Black Church should have been doing this. If we had , l 
sincerely believe that we would not have all the Riots and Rumors 
of Riots today in Black America. We have witnessed what the 
Black church can do. Look at what happen when they flexed their 
muscles and changed the face of Politics in America. (Even though 
a great many of those faces conduct themselves like Carpetbaggers 
left over from the Reconstruction Era of our nations history.) 
I can now end this letter, for now. I also thank God, as does our 
President, and the Majority of White America for the decision of 
fairness in Los Angeles. The first verdict was a most shameful 
event that was once again defamed our great nation and what we to 
stand for truth and justice. 
Now it is time for all our Black leaders locally and nationally to 
show that same concern for the masses of Black People. We need 
the concern for our youth who are fighting and dying daily in too 
many battles across America. They fight for change and a mean-
ingful outlook on life for themselves. They have historically seen 
their community commerce not be representative our people. I, a 
middle age man, has also witness much in my lifetime. I also ask 
HOW LONG, HOW LONG, HOW LONG? 
Dr.Verner, the Black Church Committee and its members. I 
respectfully leave this thought for all of you to ponder! 
What a glorious day it would be, for our children, our people, 
America, and all the world to see ten thousand Black Church 
Ministers and their church's congregations supporting African-
American businesses that create jobs and income for us and our 
children. We can create jobs for today and tomorrow as we contin-
ue our journey into the 21st Century. 
Dr. Verner, I want to thank you for your attention to this letter, 
and I will pray to God that you will read it at your next regular 
meeting. I also sincerely hope to be invited to one of your meetings 
as a guest speaker! May the reading of this letter be a blessing for 
our youth, our people and our nation! 
Your in Christ, Horace Brown, 268 Prospect St. Apt 3N, East 
Orange, NJ 07017 (201) 678-5533 
Hosea Williams Speaks Out On King Ruling 
been convicted and sent to 
prison. 
Therefore, in order for young 
African-Americans not to feel 
their only defense against this 
type of illegal police brutality is 
violence in the streets, I call 
upon leaders from across 
America, and especially 
African-American political, 
PageA-2 Thursday, May 13, 1993· 
Send The Drug Problem Where They Belong 
California screenwriter B. Oppenheimer made a ·big mistake - he grew marijuana. But 
by any standards, our society is 
turning his poor judgement into 
our disaster. As Oppenheimer 
recounts in the new issue of 
Penthouse, he is about to serve 
up to 40 years in federal prison, 
his house will be confiscated, 
and he will have to pay a 
$340,000 fine. 
His punishment is similar to 
what a convicted murderer 
might receive, except that the 
murder would get to keep his 
house and his money. 
"As you read this, I'll proba-
bly be behind bars, serving a 
possible five to 40 years in fed-
eral prison with no hope of 
parole," writes Oppenheimer. 
"My house will have been con-
fiscated by the government, and 
a fine of $340,000 will have 
been levied 
against me." 
Another 
societal disaster 
Tony Brown's 
Comments 
ers and rapists. 
It's so bad that 
Attorney 
General Janet 
Reno is propos-
ing adjustments 
in the law to 
slow down 
street-drug pros-
ecutions. 
is the thou-~==~ 
sands of young 
Black men, and 
women to a 
lesser extent, 
who are also 
locked up for 
selling illegal 
drugs. Their 
lives have been 
destroyed 
because they 
will leave 
prison, if they 
survive it, as Tony Brown 
old, illiterate 
men and women with no future. 
The system has become so 
efficient at arresting and con-
victing Blacks and Hispanics in 
inner cities that there is little 
room left in the jails for murder-
drugs. 
My oft-stated 
solution to this 
problem is very 
simple: lock up 
the users, large-
ly the Whites 
from the sub-
urbs, who come 
to the inner 
cities to buy 
Why, ask yourself, is it illegal 
to sell illegal drugs, but not ille-
gal to buy illegal drugs? It must 
not be illegal if no one is arrest-
ed for buying them. Because if 
suburbanites are, they won't 
come to the inner cities to get 
them. · 
If the suburbanites want to 
buy the drugs, let them peddle 
them to one another. Let their 
streets and families and schools 
pay the price for their illici.t 
habits. 
This will solve the drug prob-
lem because neither White resi-
dents nor the police would ever 
stand for their neighborhoods 
being havens for drug dealers. 
Information on the Bu y 
Freedom 900 Network: 212-
575-2389. 
Tony Brown's Journal TV 
series can be seen on your local 
public television station, (PBS). 
For more information on video 
tapes or a video catalog, call 
(212)575-0876; to order video • 
or audio tapes only, call 1-800- 'lllll!l!'I 
524-3552. 
Ben Chavis: New Leader For The NAACP 
Dr. Manning Marable 
The recent selection of the Reverend Ben Chavis, Jr., as the NAACP's new 
leader is the first significant step 
forward for the national civil 
rights organization in twenty 
years . Chosen by thirty of 57 
votes among the NAACP's 
board, Chavis emerged as the 
leading candidate only days 
after the Reverend Jesse Jackson 
dropped out of a four-way race 
for the post. 
Chavis first became known as 
a prominent political prisoner in 
the 1970s, as leader of the 
'Wilmington Ten." Chavis and 
other civil rights activists were 
convicted with fire bombing a 
White-owned store in 
Wilmington, North Carolina. 
After a series of international 
petitions, rallies, and demonstra-
tions on his behalf, Chavis's 
conviction was overturned on 
appeal after serving four years 
in prison. In the 1980s, Chavis 
emerged as a leader of the 
National Black Political 
Assembly, and a major support-
er of Jesse Jackson's presidential 
campaigns of 1984 and 1988. In 
recent years, Chavis served as 
Executive Director of the United 
Church of Christ's Commission 
on Racial Justice. 
Chavis's key strength is his 
popularity among a v1ide spec-
trum of African-American 
activists and grassroots, commu-
nity leaders. Many of them have 
known Chavis for nearly two 
decades, or have worked with 
him in a number of organiza-
tions. Black nationalists, many 
of whom are among the 
NAACP's sharpest critics, 
applauded the selection of 
Chavis. Dr. Abdul Alim 
Muhammad, spokesman for 
Louis Farrakhan and the Nation 
of Islam, praised the choice of 
Chavis, and even encouraged 
Muslims to join the NAACP. 
Chicago Black nationalist 
Conrad Worrill told the press 
that "Chavis can bring all of the 
Black leadership to the table." 
On the left, Charlene 
Mitchell, leader of the National 
Alliance Against Racism and 
Political Repression, praised 
Chavis as an outstanding pro-
gressive leader. 
Chavis 's selection comes at a 
moment of self-doubt and criti-
cal reassessment within the 
entire civil rights community. 
The NAACP has lost the sup-
port of younger African-
Americans, who view the orga-
nization as a relic of the political 
past. Economically, the NAACP 
also had a deficit of $650,000 in 
1992, forcing the firing of fif-
teen or more employees at its 
national office in Baltimore. 
But Chavis is already taking 
the right steps to restore confi-
dence. Before the verdict was 
announced in the second 
Rodney King trial, he toured 
south central Los Angeles to lis-
ten and learn from local resi-
dents. In late April, Chavis host-
ed a national gang summi t to 
halt the destructive violence 
between young African-
Local AIDS Activist Say No 
Help For Black Victims 
Continued from page A-1 
hearings were not properly 
noticed so that Black people 
can respond." For the public 
record the Consortium said they 
tried to get something in the 
Black Voice but were unsuc-
cessful. "Black Voice has no 
record of them ever calling or 
sending a public notice," said 
Cheryl Brown, Co-Publisher. 
We asked to have African-
Americans as a priority but the 
consortium said because of the 
agencies who are already serv-
ing the AIDS community that 
MASE would not be funded. 
Terrell said, "it was placed in 
the record that we (Blacks) 
were not a priority." Terrell fur-
ther said, there are no culturally 
specific counseling services for 
our population. 
We were told that there is a 
clause that there would be no 
discrimination. We don't 
believe they would tum anyone 
away, we do believe there will 
be no outreach for our popula-
tion. We have issues such as; 
Am I going to die? But also, 
How am I going to eat? What 
will happen when my family 
finds out? Issues that Whites do 
not understand. 
r 
Americans in our central cities. 
Chavis calls for outreach efforts 
to bring other oppressed people 
of color into the NAACP-
including Mexican-Americans, 
Puerto Ricans, Asian-Americans 
and American Indians. Chavis 
realizes that the NAACP must 
win back the enthusiasm and 
allegiance of young African-
Americans who have no person-
al memories of the desegrega-
tion campaigns, voter registra-
tion drives across the South, and 
the NAACP-sponsored legal 
challenges against racism. As 
Chavis states: "The NAACP has 
to redefine the sum and sub-
stance of the civil rights move-
ment and have the courage to 
provide the leadership to trans-
form ... the quality of life of the 
African-American community." 
Some Black liberal and pro-
gressive observers have already 
criticized the selection of 
Chavis, insisting that Jackson, 
Black America's most influen-
tial spokesperson, should have 
been selected as the NAACP 
national secretary. In the 
NAACP's preliminary vote 
taken by its search committee, 
Jackson was the leading candi-
date for the post, followed close-
1 y by Jewell Jackson-McCabe, 
founder of the group, "One 
Hundred Black Women." But 
Jackson wisely withdrew when 
it was apparent that the majority 
of NAACP board members 
opposed his nomination. 
Jackson has a long history of 
personal egotism and a top-
down managerial style, in which 
he makes all the key decisions.' 
Moreover, some have argued 
that Jackson's major accom-
plishments-from being King's 
lieutenant in the sixties to run-
ning for president in the 
1980s-are already behind him. 
By contrast, Chavis, at age 45, is 
only now coming into national 
leadership, and his major 
accomplishments will be 
achieved in the future. 
We are in a period of transi-
tion, in which the "old" Black 
leadership of Hooks and 
Jackson, trained and educated 
during the turmoil pf the deseg-
regation era, is only beginning 
to depart from public promi-
nence. The old actors have fin-
ished playing their pans, but the 
new players are only beginning 
to assume their rightful places 
on the stage. Chavis represents 
the first significant national 
Black leader who is essentially a 
product of the post-Civil Rights 
era. Unde r Ben Chavis, the 
NAACP may recapture its 
courage and confidence charting 
a dynamic blueprint for a 
renewed activism for people of 
color in the twenty-first century. 
Dr. Manning Marable is 
Professor of Political Science 
and History, University of 
Colorado. "Along the Color 
Line" appears in over 250 
newspapers and is broadcast by 
more than 60 radio station's 
throughout North America , 
England, the Caribbean and 
India. 
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I not only condemn those in 
the judicial system who failed 
justice by not convicting all four 
of the police officers who crimi-
nally beat Rodney King, I 
equally condemn the African-
American political, civil rights 
and religious leaders who com-
promised by accepting the con-
viction of only two of the offi-
cers who brutally beat Mr. King. civil rights and religious lead- .,__ ______________________ ___, Book Review Editor ......................................................... Paulette Brown-Hinds 
Feature Editor ............................................................ ............... Hardy Brown, II For true, justice to prevail, 
not only should all four of the 
police officers have been con-
victed, but every police officer 
who stood idly by, watching 
those four officers committing 
the crime of violating, Mr. 
King's civil rights by brutally 
beating him, should have also 
ers, to outright condemn all 
excessive police brutality being 
perpetrated mainly upon young 
African-American males and I 
do include the excessive police 
brutality that is taking place 
right here in the Atlanta area. 
One of the main reasons for 
much of the illegal police bru-
tality taking place in our cities 
today is the result of undue 
political pressure, meaning to 
cure this ill we must take law 
enforcement out of the hands of 
the politicians and place it into 
the hands of civilian review 
boards. 
I also call upon leaders across 
American to come together and 
truly begin to deal with the real 
problem facing young African-
Americans - the one of unem-
ployment. 
STATEMENT BY: Reverend 
Hosea L. Williams - Atlanta, 
GA (404) 222-9999 or 371-9681 
Assistant Editor Children's Features ......................................... Regina Brown 
James Lee ................................................................. .Assistant Children's Editor 
Sports Editor ....................................................................... .. .......... Leland Stein 
Jonathan Lee .................................................................. .Assistant Sports Editor 
Distrlbution ............... ...................................................... Rickerby Brown-Hinds 
Writers ......... .. ....................... ........... Alicia Lee, Megan Carter & Zelda Thomas 
Photographers ...... ............................................. ... Sam James & Willie Bellamy 
Justin Lee .......................................................................... Assistant Art Director 
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown in Riverside (909) 682-6070 or in San Bernardino 
(909) 889-0506. 
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WALXER ANNOUNCES 
'VOLUNTEER VACANCIES 
County Supervisor Larry 
Walker announced today that 
'two Fourth District vacancies 
·exist on the San Bernardino 
County Museum Commission. 
The Commission generally 
meets at the San Bernardino 
County Museum, meets at other 
~ County museums from time to 
time. 
• Residents of the Fourth 
· District interested in serving on 
. the Museum Commission should 
' contact Supervisor Walker's 
i.Office at (909) 391-7804 to 
· obtain a volunteer application. 
-=-Applications will be accepted 
'. until both vacancies are filled. 
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Cancer Support Groups Begin at Loma Linda 
The Loma Linda University Cancer Institute (LLUCI) is offering a support 
group program for patients with 
prostate cancer. The program, 
free of charge, offers men who 
have prostate cancer an opportu-
nity to meet with others affected 
by this illness and to discuss 
their feelings, treatments, and 
other concerns. Spouses and sig-
nificant others are welcome and 
encouraged to attend. 
The program consists of two 
groups. Group A, an educational 
support group, meets in weekly 
sessions that repeat every six 
weeks. This group focuses on 
the needs of patients with 
prostate cancer, during, as well 
as before and after, treatment. 
Each session of Group A has a 
structured format featuring a 
speaker or discussion of specific 
topics including Families in 
Crisis: Diagnosis, Treatment, 
and Survival; Prostate Cancer 
and Sexuality; Relaxation and 
Stress Management; Nutrition; 
and Patient Follow-Up. 
Group B, a psychosocial sup-
port group for both short-term 
and long-term cancer survivors, 
meets bi-weekly for an unlimit-
ed number of sessions .. Group A 
Volunteer Host Program Available 
The Riverside County Regional Park & Open-Space District is seeking applicants 
to participate in our volunteer 
Host Program throughout our 40 
varied park facilities. 
exchange for a rent-free home-
site. 
graduates and others who might 
benefit from the intimate setting 
focusing on feelings, reactions, 
and family dynamics associated 
with illness and recovery are 
welcome to participate in Group 
B. 
Group A meets Wednesday 
evenings, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., 
in the department of radiation 
medicine library, room B-111 of 
Loma Linda University Medical 
Center. Group B meets every 
other Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. to 
8:00 p.m., in the department of 
radiation medicine education 
suite, room A871 in the Medical 
Center. Parking is free of charge 
and light refreshments are 
served. 
To participate in either group 
or for additional information, 
call (909) 824-4288. 
Classes On African-American History AT RCC 
NOW 
Presenter: Joyce Chappel 
Fee: $26 ($23 if registered 
two or more days In advance) 
location: Riverside Campus: 
Saturday, June 19 
Time: 10:00 am-1:00 
Applicants must have a self-
contained recreational vehicle; 
be available to volunteer a mini-
mum of 20-25 hours per week; 
possess a variety of experience; 
and be willing to learn all 
aspects of the park system in 
- (.-------------------, Can't Get To Much Sleep 
If interested, send your 
inquires to: Riverside County 
Regional Parks, Open-Space 
District, Attention: Jaynita 
Spencer, P.O. Box 3507-4600 
Crestmore Road Riverside, CA 
92519 or call Jaynita Spencer at 
(909) 275-4310 
ASeries of Classes on African-American topics will be present-ed this summer at 
Riverside Community College. 
The Presenter: Joyce Chappel is 
the Author of People of Color, 
Africans and Indians and is a 
member of the California 
African-American Genealogical 
Society. 
pm 
RACISM AND RACE 
RELATIONS MYTHS AND 
REALITIES 
Dear Dr. Levister: Before big 
events such as exams I can't get 
to sleep. Is this a problem? A 
proverbial student. 
Dear proverbial student: It's 
not unusual to lose sleep the 
: night before an important event, 
-' be it an exam at school, presen-
- tation at work or a crucial ath-
t: letic event. The effects of sleep 
- deprivation depend not only on 
J the amount of sleep you've lost, 
·' the type of sleep and the activi-
;; ty, but also on your age, person-
' ality and even the time of day. 
: It might help you to sleep 
:. better to know that, under most 
circumstances, a night or two of 
poor sleep will put you at little 
~ or no disadvantage from moder-
' ate physical performance. It, 
'- though, may impair some types 
- of mental activities. 
In terms of athletic perfor-
- mance many sleep deprived 
· individuals perceive that their 
:; exertion and fatigue were 
~ greater than after a period of 
~ normal sleep, however the actu-
G al performance usually suffered 
r little or not at all. Studies have 
1a focused on repetitive exercise, 
c. still some question remains 
I 
Our I fatigue, irritability, inability to Bodies concentrate and mood shifts. 
._ __________ __, Long repetitive activities are 
Ernest Levister M.D. 
about sports that require vigi-
lance, cognitive skills and a high 
degree of coordination such as 
baseball, tennis or fencing. In 
addition, a few studies have 
looked at the effects of sleep 
loss on elite athletes for whom a 
difference of a few seconds in a 
race may be crucial. In any case, 
recreational exercise or the 
physical demands of the average 
work day moderate sleep loss 
should not be a problem. 
The most important benefit of 
sleep is that it restores us men-
tally and the loss of even one 
night's sleep is likely to result in 
more likely to be affected by 
sleep loss than short, interesting 
ones. 
Creativity may suffer as char-
acterized by spontaneity, flexi-
bility and originality to include 
the ability to deal with unfamil-
iar situations. 
The elderly may be more 
alert with sleep loss, perhaps 
because their normal sleep is 
lighter and more fragmented to 
· begin with. 
Remember, there is an inter-
nal clock that sets the body's 
daily or circadian rhythms and 
this may affect mental perfor-
mance as much or even more 
than the amount of lost sleep 
does. Like most people, sleep 
deprived individuals are likely 
to function best in mid-morning 
and early evening, typically the 
high points of their circadian 
cycle. 
If you find that ordinary sleep 
loss is taking its toll on you, 
remember that all it takes to 
regain mental acuity is one, or at 
most two - good nights sleep. 
How Much Water Should I Drink 
QUESTION: How much 
: water should I consume daily? 
ANSWER: Water is the most 
abundant component of the 
human body, accounting for one-
. half to four-fifths of body 
~ weight, depending mainly on 
body fat content. In many 
' instances, water is consumed in 
the form of other beverages. It is 
~ recommended that sedentary 
, adults in comfortable tempera-
~ tures drink about 6 to 8 cups (8 
oz. cups) of water daily. 
Thirst, our built-in water 
gauge, is not always a reliable 
p dicator of water need, especial-
1y after we have been out in the 
hot sun and have lost a lot of 
perspiration. Overall, we func-
tion on about 1. 8 to 3 quarts of 
1 
water a day, with about one-half 
coming from beverages. The 
Once thought of as only good 
enough for the porch, rattan fur-
niture is currently charming its 
way into all the living areas of 
the home. Upscaled design and 
· quality production at affordable 
prices have helped spur the 
revival of rattan. 
Rattan's allure is that it is 
appropriate in almost any set-
ting, be it contemporary, tradi-
tional, or somewhere in 
between. Whatever your design 
style, rattan can be an effective 
way of bringing texture and con-
trast to a room. 
The terms "wicker" and 
"rattan" are often used inter-
changeably, but they are not the 
same. Wicker, which mean 
woven, is a by-product of rattan. 
I Wicker is a term for the smaller : I stems from the rattan plant. 
, ' Rattan, from the stronger trunks 
and branches of the plant, is 
used as wood for furniture mak-
- ing. It is more lightweight and 
1 
' 
I Ho=D~ND I 
Eunice Williamson 
remaining half is derived from 
water in other foods and from 
metabolic water. People consum-
ing diets high in dietary fiber 
content need more water to 
maintain soft feces. High-protein 
Denise Ellison McCarthy 
will withstand tough, daily 
usage. 
Collections of rattan cover 
every lifestyle and furniture 
need. The names given to differ-
ent groupings of rattan reflect 
their particular design style. 
Hear Bimini , Bali, or Bahia and 
you envision palm trees blowing 
on a tropical island. Casablanca, 
diets increase water needs, as do 
salty diets, since nitrogenous 
waste products and excess salts 
must be eliminated . Pregnant 
women need more water to han-
dle additional waste products 
from the developing baby; and 
nursing mothers need more to 
support milk production. 
Although alcohol is a liquid, 
alcoholic beverages can cause a 
net loss of water by stimulating 
diuresis (urine excretion). High 
alcohol intake coupled with 
exercise, very hot weather, or 
even the low humidity in a pres-
surized jetliner can induce mild 
to serious dehydration. In addi-
tion, self-medication with diuret-
ic products to promote weight 
loss without adequate medical 
supervision can be a very serious 
health risk. 
Rangoon, and Bombay make 
you think of exotic cities. But 
hear Catham, Wellington, and 
Victoria and you sense the 
chann of English traditional and 
Victorian wicker. See the sophis-
ticated contemporary look when 
you hear names like Redondo 
and Laguna. 
Each design style offers a 
variety of furniture pieces 
including dining tables of all 
sizes, occasional tables for the 
living room , headboards and 
chests of drawers for the bed-
room and chairs and accent 
pieces for every room in the 
house. You will also find beauti-
fully upholstered pieces framed 
in rattan, such as sofas, sleepers, 
chairs, and ottomans. 
In addition to a natural finish, 
rattan is available in painted , 
stained, and bleached finishes. 
Adding some pieces of rattan 
could be just the right touch to 
revive interest in your home. 
1992 Los Angeles 
KOOL Achiever 
GWENDOLYN S. PATRICK 
For years, Fragment House 
has provided food and shelter for 
the less fortunate in Compton 
and South Central Los Angeles. 
Recently, however, Executive 
Director Gwendolyn Patrick has 
Support 
Our 
Advertisers 
The Classes are: 
TRACE YOUR AFRICAN 
AND NATIVE AMERICAN 
INDIAN ROOTS 
Fee: $27 ($30 If registered 
two or more days In advance) 
Location: Riverside Campus 
Date: Saturday, June 2 
Time: 9:00-3:00 pm 
MALCOLM X THEN AND 
expanded the center's services in 
pursuit of a new vision. 
"We've added computer train-
ing for people from the local 
community so they can get jobs, 
says Patrick, recipient of the 
1992 Los Angeles KOOL 
Achiever Award . "And we ' re 
also doing an Hispanic outreach 
-through SUNAG~ Grace 
Presenter: Joyce Chappel 
Fee: $33 ($30 if registered 
two or more days in advance) 
Location: Riverside Campus: 
Saturday, July 10 
Time: 10:00 am-1 :00 
pm 
Classes offered at Riverside 
Community College 
4800 Magnolia Avenue, 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Covenant Church, with plans to 
add an English as a Second 
Language course." 
Patrick says the $5,000 donat-
ed to her Fragment House by 
KOOL Achiever Awards spon-
sor Brown & Williamson 
Tobacco Corporation helped the 
nonprofit organization meet 
monthly financial obligations. 
Ariza 
Accents 
Hat Design.s 
• BridaV Bridal parties specially designed 
headpieces 
• Men, Women & Children hats and caps 
• Special orders 
• Costume, theatrical & novelty hats 
Fashion show inquiries welcome . 
For all your headwear needs at reasonable prices call 
(909) 787-0811. 
Tri -Star Tri - Star HOURS -Mon. Tues. 
Dr. Robert Williams 
. . . 
,J Family Dental Centre Thurs. 
.9 A.M-6 P.M. 
• General Dentistry Wednesday 
10A.M.•7P.M. 
• Dental Lab On Premises Friday 
• Same Day Repair 9A.M.-6P.M. Saturday. 
• Most Insurance Accepted by appt. 
• Children •Seniors 
-
106 North Eucalyptus 
(Corner of Rialto Ave) 
Rialto 
(714) 875-1299 
Call For· Your· Appointmenl 
Dr~ Lloyd B. Walker·---------------
Many Types Of 
Stores 
GREAT VARIETYI 
•African Clothes I Arts 
•Jewelers 
OPEN 
EVERYDAY! 
!FONTANA INDOOR! 
-Ster-em/ 1\pes 
•Mens & Ladles Shoes I 
Boots 
•Mens & Ladles CloChlna 
•Socks & Lingerie 
SWAP MEET INC. 
formerly Fontana Discount Mart 
9n3 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335 
FOR LEASING INFORMATION: 
CALL (909) 428·0818. 
UPTO70% 
OFF 
•Baby Clothes 
•Toys 
•Harley Davidson Apparel 
•Luggage 
•Beauty Supplies 
-Great G 1ft Ideas 
•Brass Items 
•And Much More 
Vendors Wanted 
' 
I 
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Jobs Corps Targets 
Women For Training 
The Job Corps representative 
in Riverside County is targeting 
women to train for jobs 
traditionally held by men. 
Women in Community 
Service, a nonprofit 
organization contracted by the 
federal government to provide 
recruiting and support service, 
is encouraging young women to 
train for jobs as construction 
workers, plumbers , welders, 
electrician 's, surveyors, 
computer service technicians, 
mechanics , drafters , and 
building maintenance 
technicians. 
To be eligible, applicants 
must be able to prove they 
come from a low-income home, 
and be between 15 and 24 years 
old. 
Applicants are screened by 
telephone only. Enrollment is 
open year round. For more 
information call (909) 276-
9797. 
REE 
AT LAST! 
~P-Smoking 
Call for a free Stop Smoking KH. 
1-800-63 7-6653 
Tobacc o Use Reduc tion Now (TURN) 
CIRCUS 
.1AS 
· ~ 
~ 
.. 
Tickets on at.le at the Circus Vargu office• at the 
Tern Vista Town Center, at ~ Covina Town Square, 
It llclc.elmut"1, and at tho Cir=. Discoun1 <00pon, 
available at local mercbana . 
••••• 
.. , . .. .. . .. , ..... ,,,.., . .. 
.-;;;;;;a:T;xs t. 
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Woman & Business Expo To Help Professional Women . 
Almost 50 workshops and addresses by and for businesswomen will be featured when 
the Inland Empire Business 
Journal hosts its third annual 
Women & Business Expo May 
27, at the Riverside Convention 
Center. California State 
Treasurer Kathleen Brown, 
Actress Rita Moreno, 
Businesswoman Barbara 
Walden and Television 
Personality and Rose Parade 
Host Stephanie Edwards will 
deliver the keynote speeches 
during this daylong expo geared 
toward working women. 
" We're very excited at the 
quality of this year's expo," said 
Inland Empire Business 
Journal/publisher William J. 
Anthony. "There has been a 
great desire from 
businesswomen to receive 
information directed especially 
to them . The Women & 
Business Expo will give women 
resource information to assist 
them in their career." 
In · addition to the workshops, 
over 100 companies will be 
setting up displays to present 
their products and services to 
the attendees. 
The four Keynote speakers 
are women who have excelled to 
national prominence in their 
fields: 
Kathleen Brown, California 
State Treasurer, is the state's 
official banker. As Treasurer, 
she is responsible for 
management of the state's $20 
billion plus investment 
portfolio, including daily 
investment transactions totaling 
approximately $600 million. 
Stephanie Edwards, 
Television Personality, has 
enjoyed a varied career which 
includes 15 appearances on 
''The Tonight Show," co-starring 
roles in three network series and 
two films and co-host of "A.M. 
America" with Peter Jennings. 
Rita Moreno, Actress, is the 
only female performer to have 
won all four of the most 
prestigious show business 
awards: the Oscar, the Emmy, 
the Grammy and the Tony. She 
offers the keys to building self-
esteem with her philosophy of 
feeling good about who you are. 
Barbara Walden, President 
Barbara Walden Cosmetics, is a 
true entrepreneurial success. 
From Hollywood actress to 
founder of her own cosmetics 
company, to author to 
humanitarian. She was selected 
as one of the nation 's 12 most 
powerful businesswomen to 
appear in Entrepreneur 
Magazine. 
The Riverside Convention 
Center is located ar 3443 
Orange Street in Riverside. 
Tickets for the Women & 
Business Expo are $89.00 can 
be reserved by calling (909) 
391-1015, extension 21. 
ARSENIO CELEBRATES 
1000TH Snow ANNIVERSARY 
Over 2,000 businesswomen 
are expected to attend 
workshops offered on subjects 
especially geared toward 
women, such as "Managing the 
Female Time Trap" and 
"Success Strategies for Career 
Women" to general business 
topics, such as "Winning 
Moves : The Dynamics of 
Creating Your Own Business" 
and "Marketing For Small 
Business in the 90's." All 
workshops will be lead by 
prominent women, who have 
achieved great success in 
business. 
Press Enterprise Dominates 
'92 Journalism Awards 
The Press-Enterprise staff members dominated the Society of Professional 
Journalists' 1992 Excellence in 
Journalism contest by capturing 
50 out of a possible 117 awards: 
18 first, 12 second and 20 third. 
BEhAvioRAl SciENCE CENTER 
B300 De Longpre Avenue, Los Angeles. CA 90069 
"THE REAL AMERICAN 
PSYCHO MASTERY" 
DR. J. WAGNER 
FAMILY 
* ESTEEM 
MaU (Cheque or Money Order) Only $ 39.95 
Sd/es Tax. Shipping [, Ha ndling inc/l..lded, 
ALLOW 2-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 
"THE REAL AMERICAN 
PSYCHO MASTERY" 
A New Secure MIND Program 
IS BN 0-9613141 - I -7 Get your copy today 
Family Handbook · Gold E, White, Soft Cover, 124 pg. 7' x IO" 
Motivating the children 
NATION TIME 
1584 Baseline# 107 
(909) 885-PIES and 
(909) 885-2062 
DELI & BAKERY 
Bakery & Deli 
San Bernardino, CA 
6 am-10pm 
7 days a week 
Video & Art - Books 
Pies-an assortment of Fruit Pies 
including our World Fam~us 
Bean Pies 
* Cookies 
* Coffee/Cakes 
* Full Deli Sandwhiches 
* Salads 
* Power Products 
and Toiletries 
* Black, Latino & Indian 
Art 
* Wholesale & Retail 
* Much More 
Video &Audio Tapes 
for Sales or Rental 
Me1nberships Now Being Accepted 
The contest was held by the 
society's Inland Professional 
Chapter and attracted more than 
400 entries from 12 newspapers. 
The awards banquet was held in 
Ontario, Calif. on Saturday, 
April 1st. 
Top honors were awarded to 
Press-Enterprise photographers 
Steve Medd and Laurie L. Ward 
who won first and third places, 
respectively, in the 
photo/graphic sweepstakes 
category. 
THE ARSENIO HALL SHOW celebrates .Its 1,000th show 
with a first for late night television when it tapes live at the 
Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles, California, Thursday, May 
13th to an audience of over 15,000. The unprecedented 
l,000th special edition will air on "Arsenlo" stations 
nationwide May 14th. In addition to Arsenio and Madonna, 
the show will include Naughty By Nature, featuring Heavy D, 
_Duran Duran, the Posse, many exciting guests and special 
surprises. 
In January of this year, THE ARSENIO HALL SHOW began 
Its fifth season in syndication. The show premiered in 
January 1989 and skyrocketed to fame by capturing a iarge 
audience that previously had not watched late night talk 
shows. Syndicated to more than 200 stations covering 98% 
of all U.S. viewing households, 
THE ARSEN,I9 HALL SHOW Is produced by Arsenlo Hall 
Communications, Ltd., In association with Paramount 
Domestic Television. 
SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
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TIIE B.rl&K VOICE 
·mws · 
If You Make Just One 
Investment All Year, 
Make It In Yourself. 
• 
INVESTMENT $89 IN ADVANCE 
$ 11 5 ATlHE DOOR 
i'RICT I.NaUDES: 
Continentol Breokfost, Three Workshops. 
lunch, Four Keynote Speokers 
ond Networking Reception 
KATHL EEN BROWN 
S TATE TREASURER 
Kathleen Brown is !he state of 
Colifornio' s officio I banker. She is 
1esponsible for the management 
of !he state's $20 billion plus 
investment portfolio. 
• 
CHOOSE FROM 45 LEARNING 
WORKSHOP SEMINAR SESSIONS 
FOR COMPLIMENTARY PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE 
AND REGISTRATION FORM (ALL • 
STEPHANIE EDWARDS 
Stephanie Edwards' career includes 
fifteen oppeoronces on !he "T anight 
Show,• c~torring roles in three network 
series and two films, and co-host of 
• A.M. America.' Stephanie is !he 
spokesperson for !he West Coast 
lucky Stores. 
RITA M ORENO 
Rita Moreno is the only female 
performer to hove won all four of the 
most prestigious show bu~ness 
awards; the Oscar, the f mmy, the 
Grammy and !he Tony. 
~ h _..ed gz>?<eM>A>Ue~ 
RIVERSIDE 
CONVENTION (ENTER 
(909) 391-1015 EXT. 21 OR 2 
BARBARA W ALDEN 
Barbaro Wolden is !he founder of her 
own cosmetic company, ou~ar, and 
humanitarian. Barbaro hos tabulated 
inteiviews in well over 500 
newspapers and magazines around 
the world. 
GLORIA M OLINA • L INDA A LVAREZ • NIN A BLANC HARD 
-
Spon s o rs:ApplcOne Employment Service • AT & T • A,rowwest Medical Group • Beaver Medical Clinic • California State Bank • California State University, San 
Bernardino• Cal Poly Pomona, Cootinuing Education • Chaffey College • Chino Canmunity Hospital • Chino Valley Bank • Claremont Gnduate School • Cwncil of Women 
San Bernardino Valley • Daily Press • Di=ton Mortgage • Doctors Hospit&! of Montclair/Ontario Community Hospit.111 • Desert Sun • Eldorado Bank • Faust Printing • FHP ' 
Fo>< Colour • Galleria At Tyler• Girl Scouts, San Gorgon.lo Council • Griswold's Clucmont Center• IBM Corporatioo • Inland Empire Conununity Newspapct1 (Colton Couri 
Rialto Record• El Chicano) • The Inland Empin: Hispanic News • Inland Valley Daily Bulletin • lnter Valley Heallh Plan • Kaiser Steel Resowces • League of Wanen V= 
Riverside • Loma Unda University Medical Center • Lucky Stores. Inc, • Mechanics Natii,nal B"'),k • McrchanlS & Mm,ifacturers Association • Minuteman Press of Colta, • 
National Orange Show • Orange National Bank • Pacific Bell • Precinct Reporter News • · · · , • Redlands Community Hospit.11!, Women"s Health 
Programs • RcdlAnds Medical Group, Inc. • Riverside Medical Clinic • Riverside Community Hospiul • Rivc:rsidc/San Bernardino Broadcasters Association • San Antonio 
Community Hospital • San Bernardino Downtown Main Street, Inc, • Sowh Coast Air Quality Management District • Stewan • Holt Advertising • The Ritz-Carlton, Rancho 
· age • The Prcss-Enletprisc • The San Bcrnudino Sun • Union Bank • United Parcel Service • University of La Verne • Univeisity of California, Rivc:rsidc (Graduate School 
- Management) • Wells Fargo Bank• Women's Referral Service/Women"s Yellow Pages 
RES ERVATIONS lVIANDATORY (909) 391-1015 E XT. 2 1 
Business Directory 
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'111,~ SIIAM t,.,.tJ. 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 683-1777 
Otis Jones 
Attorney At 
Law 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Call Me At 
(909) 888-
5579. 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
4166 Almond Street 
(909) 683-1777 Riverside, CA 92501 
·ooN'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?' 
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? . 
Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & recptlon 
Halls. lrtcludes: Minister, Organist &_water fountains. 
License also available h,re:· holds 2-300 guests. 
Semi Formal -$i25 • Formal -$250 
Formal Wedding &' Reception • $550 
Basic Wedding 
Incl. Lie. - $91 
Call for many other services 
and Wedding programs. 
VICTORY CHAPEL 
884-6105 
call 682-6070 
for advertisement information 
Charles L. Stewart 
--Agency--
State Farm Insurance 
Specializing In 
•Church •Business 
•Condominiums 
•Life •Apartments 
--lnsurance--
1-909-653-1133 
WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE 
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING 
PROFESSIONAL 
ROBERT HARREL 
(909)357-1990 OR (909)276-5556 
OFFICE 
PROFESSIONAL.TOUCH 
Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling 
speclallzlng In 
Two story and single story painting Int/ext. 
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms. 
Do tall repair or replace 
(909) 874-3831 
P.O. Box 2182 
15 yrs. exp. Rialto, CA 92376 
We would like to list 
and sell your home! 
Samuel & Shirley 
McClure Agents 
10689 
Magnolia Ave 
Suite #7 
Riverside, CA 
92505 
(909) 789-1175 
New& Used 
1225 North D Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
909-884-1 230 
AMINAH & GRACE Up to 50% off • 
Happy 
- Mother's 
Day 
1 dozen roses 
• Especially For You $19.99 
12 Lttex Balloons 
2 Mother's Day Mylars 
Gift Bag &: Bath Crystals 
$49.99 
• External Love $34.99 
Spring Bouquet In Basket 
topped by 40 in. Hot Air Balloon and Nel 
Call (909) 384-1989 
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF AUTHENTIC: 
African clothing & fabric 
leather handbags • purses LOW 
caps/hats• home deco PRICES 
jewelry . coral beads etc. 
open house on weekends 
Phone: (909) 887-0755 Call Stella 
Before buying African, see our selection. 
HIP HOP AEROBICS 
\NI T H L I V E D J 
FREE F REE F REE 
T RIAL CLASS, 
THURS. FEB. 18TH 1993 
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
N() PRIOR EXPERIENCE 
N ECESS/\RY 
PARTY P/\RTY P/\RTY 
(909) 684-0484 M-F 9 to 6 BRE DANCE STUDIO 
Sat. 9-3 909-787-8707 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
SAM LEE Riverside, CA 92507 
Precession cuts 
Press & curls 
Relaxers 
~ ~~ 
13819 Foothill Blvd. 
Fontana. CA 92335 
(909) 357-6993 
3641 9TH STREET- RIVERSIDE 
(CORNER OF 9TH & O RANGE) 
~' MOIITGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC. 
Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase, 
Equity Loan, Debt Consolldatlon, Remodeling 
or Commercial Property? 
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us a 
(909) 273-7510. WIiiiam Powell, President. 
Orange Coast Mortgage Consuhan1s 
250 East Rincon Suite 201 
Corona, CA 91719 
~ • FOR THE BEST Til&IE INTRAVELPLANS 
M~SS 
23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD. 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
909-242-3414 
.9Lnytfiing (joes 
'Boutiq_ue 
DISCOUNT DESIGNER 
CLOTHING 
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES 
'Dresses •Suits •Casual anti 'Evening 'Wear 
• .flLccessories 
HAS MOVED TO 
COURTYARD CENTER 
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET 
COLTON, CA 92324 
Next To Berean Christian Store 
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon 
Our Hours Are: 
Monday - Thursday- 11:00 - 6:15 
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -
909-783-3344. 
Vlsa-M.asterard Accepted 
C. DINKINS 
AND COMPANY 
Plumbing at its 
Best! 
(909) 276-1701 
Call For free 
estimates. 
AT LAST ••• 
A c..lng Service I• Here. 
Worr,-F,- Transportatlonl 
c;ourteous . profess,ional 
on11ers 59rvice ~ 
y\,\}S • 
~ - RELATIVE SHU'ITU SERVICE 
"Your Comfort Zone For Thwel w 
Transportation to and from lnrnata flcllltlN. 
Van available for llmllld errands. 
Cali us today for your 
prnrred pick-up ,..,.,..on 
(909) 985-1899 
Mobile/ Club/ D.J. 
Sound Reinforcement 
Systems 
African-American 
Gift & Bookstore 
Just Opened 
Oils, Incense, Dolls, African 
Clothes, Books, Art, and 
More ... 
==--if) 
rndlfjo 't' 
6510 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA (909) 781-9575 
Tanya Humphery 
92506 
Umar Abdul-Hakim 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm 
LEONIES CREATIONS 
Clothing uniquely fashioned for you 
3585 Main St., 2nd Floor 
Riverside, CA 92501 (714) 784-8402 
EXPERIENCE IT ALL! 
FASHION, G LAMOUR, BEAUTY 
ROMANCE!!! 
TREAT YOURSELF TO 
PROFESSIO NAL MAKEUP 
ARTISTRY, S1YLING, AND A 
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT ... 
THE IMAGE MAKER 
P HOTOGRAPHY STUDIO 
24715-D 
SUNNYMEAD BLVD., 
MORENO VALLEY 
SPECIALIZIN G IN M EN AND W OMEN OF COLOR 
CALL US TODAY AT 
(909) 924-3534. 
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS! 
WE ALSO DO PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND 
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS. 
-~-
ANNOUNCING ... 
THE B EST D EAL 
ON UNION SQUARE 
$ 77Standard Room 
450 Powell Street • San Francisco, CA 94102 
"Seniing the Co1111111111i~r 1rith Quali~r Care and bpert Serr'ice. • 
23080 D-220 Ales.~andro BIHi • .\lorl'no \ ':till'}'. CA (909) 656-4131 
r:
----------------~ ' Bl $2 50. I Ne•l 10 Garlic Rose - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I ouses....................................... . I and Don Jose I SPECIAL I 
ILaundry Shirts .......................... $1.00 1 j l 1 :o RAPE RY: 
IP ants ........................................... $2.00 11 _..: +-,.:l=><==-1 __:_c:;+---1::1:"' f- 1 I Alessandro P E R PLE AT LINED I iSuits •..•.........•...................••......... $4.75 I • 7 9 ~ • 
I Dresses ....................................... $4. 75 I : ~ RrtH~N~a~~:A 1 
l(Silk X-tra) . I Must p,•-•coupon w,th,ncon,ongo,do,., I 
I '· .J I not valtd wtth ocher offers • Elpifff Feb. 93 • 
~---------------- -------------· O'\;I I>\) < I . l - .\,1,<, SI H\ I< I • PI< K - l P ,111d 1>1· 1.1\ I H, 
0 '\; I ·. I> \ '\ . \ I . 1 I I{ \ 1 IO °' SI H \ I< I • \I \ST I' H I' .\ 11 0 H O '\; s I I I 
J 
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Co·LTON Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Canaan Baptist Church Church Service 11 :00 a.m. Church Of God In Christ 
. GRAND TERRA CE Adventist Leonard C. Coes, Pastor Adventist Youth Refreshing Spring Temple· 
Institute of Divine Metaphyiscal 
Resarch 
William Beamon 
(909) 823-2200 
(Meeting Place) 
582 W. Valley Blvd. 
·: Colton, CA 92334 
: Mailing Address- P.O. Box 0012 
Fontana, CA 92324 
(Meeting Times) 
Tuesday - 7:30 pm • 9:30 pm 
Sunday -11:00am -1:00pm 
FONTANA 
Methodist 
Bethel AME 
· Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
•: 1626 Baseline Ave. 
!· Fontana, CA 92335 
-: (909) 350-9401 
Baptist 
• Community Baptist Church 
:: "Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St, Fontana, CA 
(9()()) 350-9646 
. • · Sunday Services 
,~: • Sunday School 9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:00p.m. 
· · Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
' ·' Prayer and Bible 
' Study Wed. 7:00p.m. 
· Ephesian New Testament 
·'; .· Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
~ 16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
Fontana, CA 
(909) 823-3400 
:: KPRO 1570 AM 
(see ad for services) 
Seventh bay Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Fontana, Ca 
(909) 822-4349 
Pastor Elder Ivan Williams · 
: Non Denominational 
: Loveland 
: Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
· 16888 Baseline Avenue 
: Fontana, CA 92336 
: (909) 899-0777 
: (see ad for services) 
' . 
This Week Try A 
Church That 
Advertises In 
Our Directory 
• 16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00 a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
• After Sunday Serive 
• Prayer Meeting 
,:: Wednesday 
, Bible Study 
Wednesday 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Worship With Us At 
LO ~ es~is'-J,o1 N D 
Sunday Worship Location: 
Eliwanda High School 
· 13500 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
Service Times: 
8:00 a.m. 
Hallelujah Service 
11:00 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship 
6:00p.m. 
The Great Family Assembly 
Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
MORENO VALLEY 
Methodist 
Perris Valley Ministry of the 
United Methodist Church 
Rev. Charles E. Washington 
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge 
Elementary School 
15950 Indian Ave., MV 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
New Covenant Bible Church 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 
St., Comer of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
PERRIS 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Pastor Elder George King 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
• 
V 
. 
· .~.· . 
'P' - -- ··:ffe 
-
Chuck Si11gleton 
Senior Pastor 
Youth Program 4:00 p.m. 2900 Adams Street, Suite·B-15 Services 4:00 p.m. Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis 
Riverside, CA 94504 Mid-Week Service 7:00 p.m. ·2883 7th Street 
(909)353-1010 Wednesday Evening Riverside, CA 92507 
REDLANDS Sunday Bible Study 9: 15 a.m. Youth Bible Service (909) 784-0860 
Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. Friday Evening 7:30 p.m. Sunday School 9:20 am. 
Baptist Sunday Training 6:00 p.m. Morning Service 11: 15 am. 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Tuesday Church ML Moriah Baptist Evening Service 6:30 am. 
Workers Meeting 7:00 p.m. Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(9()()) 793-2380 
Prayer & Bible 18991 Marioposa St. activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Study Meetings Riverside, CA 92508 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. (9()()) 780-2240 Apostolic!Penlecostal 
Riverside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims Second Baptist, Redlands Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 9: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
Pastor Elder Timothy Nixon 
275 E. Grove SL Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(9()()) 874-5851 
The Living Word Dellverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
12:30pm 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm 
RIVERSIDE 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(9()()) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnyinead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-4864 
Dr.E. Jones __ 
School of Wisdom · 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. · 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m 
Friendship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission 
Wed. Bible Study 
Sat Choir Rehearsal 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
1:30p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris 
215 Big Springs Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55743 
(909) 787-7743 
Sunday Services 
Song& 
Praise Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist 
Rev. H. Bratton 
11100 Cedar Ave. 
Bloomington, CA 92316 
(909) 871-2978 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Worship & Praise 
11:00a.m. 
12:30p.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Pastor Elder Jesse Wilson 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
AMOS TEMPLE 
271911th St. 
Riverside, CA 92807 
(909)883-1187 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:30 p.m. 
First Baptist 
277 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (714) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am 
Morning Worship - 10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir Practice• 6:00 pm . 
Tuesday 
Theology Class• 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm 
L
W- ed..:...n_e_s_d_a_y _ _ .....:, _ _ ___ __ R_e_v_._M_arvln. L. Brown I Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 am. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
( see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastoi:: 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()()) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Tues. Teachers 
Meeting 
Wed. Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
"Blood Bought" Deliverance 
Ministries 
(An inter-denominational Ministry) 
Pastor Patrick Belton 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45 
Worship Service - 12:00 noon 
(Temp Location): Holiday INN-
Crown Room, 1200 University 
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507 
Call (909) 788-2563 for info. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th SL 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30a.m. 
11:30a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
6TIO Magnolia 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 am. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10: 15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
St John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
9:30a.m. 
11:00am. 
6:00p.m. 
For Weekly 
Church News 
Subscribe To 
The Voice 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
29 11 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684 -7532 
Sunday Ser v ices 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Nursery Opened 10: 15 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
Prayer Serv ices 7 :00 p.m . p T Ell th 
astor . swor 
California Street Church Of 
Christ 
2828 N. California Street 
San Bernardino, California 
(909) 887-5213 
Courtney Carruthers, Pastor 
Order Of Services 
Sunday Morning Bible Class 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Evening Worship 
Tuesday Teen Bible Study 
Wednesday Bible Study 
Gantt, II 
9:45 am 
11:00 am 
6:00pm 
6:00 pm 
7:00pm 
:;,,'T"'.:r----- ----.....;.;=.;,::........::..._ _ __,.;...,:~;:..i _:....__,;.......:-:..:c-s.:.;· ~- ;..;;.- .;,;--:;.· ,;i., ____ NE_~W-JO-Y----
ST. PAUL A.M.E. 
Raymond Turner, Pastor 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Temple 
Missionary . 
Baptist 
;C},urcb• 
, Kansas Avenue SD.A. Church 
: 4491 Kansas Ave. 
, Riverside, CA 
! Worship Services 
· Sunday: 
, • Sunday School 
, Sunday School 9:45 AM · ; Morning Worship 
Morning Worship · 8:00 AM · E . u, h • 
& 11 :OOAM . venmg vvors tp 
9:15a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
1583 West Union Street Teen Summit Tuesday 7:00PM Tuesday: 
P.O. Box 7333 Wed Night Prayer 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 Wed Night Bible Study 7:00 PM Study 7:00 p.m. 
(714) 888-2038 · "Everyone Is Welcome" t_\=::::::;:::;;;;;;;;=:;==========:::iii:ir::::=====:::::~L-------------------....1 
\ < 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
92411 
(909)887-1 7 18 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks 
Black Voice News 
IEFS 
New Hope Holds Ninth 
Appreciation Service 
The New Hope Church 
family cordially invite one and 
all to come, worship, and praise 
the lord with them, as they 
celebrate their pastor and wife's 
ninth appreciation service. 
The services will be held 
Sunday, May 16th at 4:00 p.m. 
and Sunday, May 23rd at 8:00 
a.m. For infonnation on guest 
speakers and churches call (909) 
864-2427. 
End Time Revival At 
Living Word Deliverance 
A revival with Prophet Veron 
Ashe will be held on Living 
Word Deliverance Center on 
May 18-20 at 7:30 p.m. nightly. 
Living Word Deliverance 
Center is located at 251 W. 
Foothill Blvd, Rialto, CA. 
For more information please 
call (909) 874-3539. 
Inspirational Choir Of St. 
Paul Holds Annual Day 
The Inspirational Choir of St. 
Pa e A-7 Thursda Ma 13 1993 
Rev. Bro Roy Celebrates Anniversary In Style 
R appreciate them. Eleven years is a long time but . · ; s·o· llftk0V" • . q \ .... • l ev. (Brother) Roy celebrated his eleventh radio a short time with God. Serving God pays off." '\ ··. · · .· ••• · . . ·. i • '11 anniv rsary broadcast at a black tie event at In accepting the accolades, Bro. Roy said, ·., w_ • the Sheraton Fairplex Suite Hotel recently. "Somebody Help Me". His favorite saying. 11· ·O· . ·R 
Mistress of Ceremonies, Susie William, was "God let me know the radio program was more ;,, · • · 
outstanding with her bag of jokes-(she taught ALL the than playing music, it was and is a ministry." f·,,. , ... · .· 4· ·N. N. · 
ladies how too count money). . Bro. Roy c_an be heard on KUOR at 6 a.m. on ·l. Jl!!, . / ·. . .. 
Daz Patterson and the New West Coast Smgers Sunday mommgs. r · · '; .;: . · , 
brought the house down. h · · · · · · . . \, •· '' ' 
Hardy Brown, gave .a "roast". treat. He told a story of I rl J: . 
w~en Bro: Roy and_ Sister Hams, first met. People are I ;; 'j 
still laughing about 1t. • · T r 
Words of inspiration were made by Bishop C. E. I 
Simmons and Bro . Roy was praised by clergy l 
members, Pastor Powell, Barbara Bell, Elijah Singletary, I 
Brown, and Simmons. Pastors Chuck Singleton and Ray 'I 
Turner were unable to attend due to a death in , 
Singleton's case and Turner had a prior commitment . ! 
However they made their presence felt. i 
In his presentation, Simmons said, "When God sends · 
someone real, someone genuine, we don't know how to 
l 
ARY 
I 
I ~ 
Paul AME Church will hold 
their annual day on May 16, 
1993 with various groups and 
choirs in attendance. Special 
guest will include Secret Service &;... 
from Detroit, Michigan. The 
public is invited. The church is 
located at 1335 West 21st Street. 
16th Street SDA Is Willing 
To Do 'Whatever It Takes' · 
W hatever it takes is the themE of the Spring Week of Prayer to be 
held at the 16th Street Seventh 
Day Adventist Church, 
beginning Saturday, May 15th 
through Friday, May 21st 
(except Thursday) . Guest 
speaker is Pastor Sam Hutchins 
of San Diego, California. 
miss, and special music will be 
rendered by concert artis t 
Anthony Whigham and other 
musical talents from the 
community. All seats are free 
and everyone is invited to 
attend. 
Rev. Charles Brooks is Pastor. 
Grace Bethel Presents 
"A Carousel Of Color" Celebrate New 
Grace Bethel Missionary 
Baptist Church's Women's 
Ministry Presents ... " A Carousel 
of Color" on Friday, May 15th at 
7:00 p.m. at 10250 Cypress 
Ave., Riverside . For more 
infonnation call (909) 687-3287. 
D & C Productions 
Presents Stellar Award 
Nominees Sons Of Glory 
D & C Productions presents 
'Stellar Award Nominees' the 
her Calling 
Also Appearing 
Sons of Glory in a Spring •San Bernardino Christian Center Choir 
'Prememorial Day' Gospel Event • Karen Pearson/Soloist 
In Concert With 
Life 
Saturday, May 22, 1993 
7:00 p.m. 
Sturges Center-For the Fine 
Arts 
780 North E. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
Information Call: 
(909) 884-5162 
Services begin each evening 
at 6:45 p.m. , and will include 
features you will not want to 
The Sixteenth Street Church 
is located at 1601 W. 16th Street, 
corner of 16th Street and 
Medical Center Drive in Sa;n 
Bernardino. 
For further informat ion, 
contact the church at (909) 888-. 
New Visions 
Christian 
Community Church 
Meeting At: St. Christopher Catholic 
Church 
13510 Perris Blvd. , Moreno Valley, CA 
Adult Education Bldg. Class Rm. #7 
on Saturday, May 29, 1993 at •SplyndorNocal Group 
7:00 p.m. at New Jerusalem •Ayeesha/Gospel Rapper Emerson Jefferson, M.A., M.Olv. Worship Schedule: 
Baptist Church, 7480 Sterling •Out II Proclaim/Gospel Rappers Christian Growth Training -- 9:30 am 
Avenue, San Bernardino. •CJ. And Friends/Vocal Group Morning Worship Service -- 10:30 am 
For more information call •William Owens/Inspirational Dance Tuesday: Prayer Meeting -- 7:00 pm 
(909) 885-7881. •And other special guests. Bible Study -- 7:30 pm 
,....""'!""'~~IIIIIIIOa~------~:::.:::.::..==-----.=::::::;;;:;-------~~=~=~~~~~~~~~~=::~~ We are a come as you are church! 
RIVERSIDE FAITH 
TEMPLE MINISTRIES 
2355 Pennsylvania 
Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 788-0170 
COME WORSHIP 
WITH US 
YOU'LL LOVE IT! PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Prayer ....................................................................... 8:30a.m. 
Sunday School ....................................... .................... 9:30a.m. 
Morning Service ............................ .......... ................ 11 :O0a.m. 
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................ 6:30p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
53060DEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
8:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
1625 Avalon Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 276-8374 
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. ML Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11:00 a.m. 
urc o o In 
Carter Memorial 
Hi06 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-'.U,62 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non f!.enominalional 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
(see ad for services) 
MacethJnia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2138 
Voices In Praise 
"A Lay - Shepherding . 
Ministry Fulfilling The 
Needs Of Our Listeners" 
Josephine Birdsong-Lacey 
un Y 
Sunday Worship 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 p.rn. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
lOa.m. 
11 a.m. 
7p.m. 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
KPRO 1570 AM 
Saturday, 6 PM-9PM 
(714) 684-7017 or 
aptzst 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary; Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday 
Worship Service 
Sunday-
Children "s Church 
Monday-
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 
· Radio Broadcast 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Juld Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
; Quinn AME 
Church 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
.2.29.20 Allessandro 
Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
9.255.2 
(Allessandro & 
FrederieltJ 
(909J 653-6650 ev. ran 
ORDER o, SERVICE 
Sunday Scltool 9:30 am 
Morning Wonltip I I :00 am 
Bible Study 7:00 pm Wednesday 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 
St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
7:30 p.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San·Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
Mareno Valley 
Quinn Chapel AME 
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(909) 653-6650 / 887-3076 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Church Service 
Bible Study 
11am 
Wednesday 
7pm 
Ri1ferside (~ont.) 
Grace Bethel MBC 
10250 Cypress Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92053 
(909) 352-1688 
Pastor Rev. Levonzo Gray 
Services: 
Sunday School 
-Evening Worship 
2nd &4th 
9:30am 
7:30pm 
Monday Evagelism 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Prayer 
Service 6:30 pm 
Mt. Zion Baptist Church-
2171 W. Lincoln Street 
San Bernardino, 92411 
(909) 887-1411 
Rev. H.L. Cambpell, Pastor 
Order Of Service 
Morning Worship 8:00 am 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Morning Worship 11 :00 am 
Evening Service 7:00 pm 
Tuesday Nite Mission 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Nite Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 7:00 pm. 
1st Sunday Communion 
New Birth Baptist Church 
11131 Pierce Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 354-9090 or 341-0347(pager) 
Rev. E.V. Jernigan, Pastor 
, Order ofService 
Morning Service 10:00 am 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Celebration Service 
Evangelic Service 
9:30 a.m. Sunday Service 11 :00 am 
Nursery Services Provided · 11:00 a.m. •-~!!111111-------• Wednesday Night 
6:30p.m. · I SUBSCRIBE I Prayer Service 7:30pm 
NI TOIi canllllllCI, M ACCIPl'-
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Thrifty 
Ice Cream 
Hal1 Gallon. Choose 
from an assortment Thrifty Mixed Nuts SPIIID $30 Ar "'im of over 25 delicious, 
award-winning flavors. 12-oz. can. REG.3.79 EA. 
2s5 FOR 
Cities Serviced by Continental Airlines for this Promotion: 
Zone A 
•Aspen, co 
• Billings. MT 
• Bismark, HD 
• Bozaman, MT 
• Casper, WY 
• Cheyenne, WY 
•Cody. WY 
• Colorado Springs; CO 
Zone B 
.o&r-. co 
• Durango.CO 
• Fl Collins/Loveland, CO 
•GlllellB, WY 
• Grand Junction, co 
• Gunnison, co 
• Hayden, co 
• Jackson, WY 
• Los Angele$, CA 
• Minot, ~D 
• Missoula, MT 
• Montrose, co 
• Nor1h Platte, NE 
• Oklahoma City, OK 
• Omaha, NE 
• Olltarlo, CA 
• Akron/Canton. OH • Brtdgepon, CT • Houston, TX 
• Albany, HY • Bmira, NY • Indianapolis, IN 
• Aluandria, LA • lluflllo, HY • Islip, NY 
• Allentown, PA • FL Laudenlale, FL • Ithaca, NY 
• Amartlo, ll< • Bl#llngton. VT • Jackson, MS 
• Atlama, GA • Fort Myers, Fl • Jecklonvillo, Fl 
• Austin, TX • Chicago. IL • Kalamazoo. Ml 
• Balllrnn, MD • Cincinnati, OH • Kansas City, MO 
• Bangor, M£ • Cle't'elend, OH • uifayetle, I.A 
• 11111111 Rollat. LA • College Slllton, TX • Lab Owles, LA 
• Odas/forfWOl1h, TX • Columbus, OH • Lansing. Ml 
• Daytona Beacli, FL • Corpus Christi, TX • Laredo, TX 
• Beaumont/Pt. Ar'ltlur, TX • Grand Rapids, Ml • lJtUe Roet. AR 
• Dayton, OH • Greensboro, NC • LJ>uisville, KY 
• Binghamton, HY • ~Biloxi, MS • Lubbock, TX 
• Detioit/Wayne Co, Ml • Harhngen, TX • Manchester, NH 
• Bocl0r1, MA • Harrisburg, PA • McAllen/Rio Grande 
• El Paso, TX • Hartford, CT/Springfield.MA Valley, TX 
RJU,OW 
THISI 
• Orange County, CA 
• Pueblo, co 
• Rapid City, SD 
• RM!rton, WY 
• Rock Spri~. WY 
• Salt Lake City, UT 
• San Diego, CA 
• Scoflsbfulf, NE 
• Melbourne, Fl 
• Miami, FL 
• Midland/Odessa, TX 
• Milwaukee, W1 
• Minneapolis/SL Paul, 
MN · 
• Mobile, AL/Pascagoula, 
MS 
• H-,CT 
•-..-.LA 
• New Yortc, NY 
•Newartc. NJ 
•Norfolk.VA 
• Orlando, Fl 
• Pensacola, Fl 
• Phlladelphia. PA 
/Wllmlng1on, DE 
• PIIISburgh, PA 
• Seattle/Tacoma, WA 
• Sheridan, WY 
• Spokane. WA 
• Steamboat Springs, CO 
• Telluride, CO 
•Tulsa.OK 
• Wichita, KS 
• Po!tland, ME 
• Providence, Al 
• Rochester, NY 
• Saginaw, Ml 
• San Antonio, TX 
• Sarasota/Bradenton. Fl 
• Shreveport. LA 
• St. Louis, MO 
• Sy,acuse, NY • 
•Tampa/Stl'l!tffllug,FL 
•Tot.clo, OH 
• Victoria. TX 
• Washington. D.C. 
• West Palm Beach, FL 
• Wllkes-Bam!/Sc!anton, PA 
• Worcester, MA 
Save •30.00 in Thrifty register tapes (including receipts for general 
· merchandise, drugs and prescriptions) from stores in Southern C81ifomia, dated 
May 12 through July 7, 1993, to qualify for one Continental Airlines Travel 
Discount Certificate. 
Present your •30.00 in Thrifty regfster tapes (excluding tax and liquor, dairy 
and tobacco products) at the Customer Service Desk in any participating 
Thrifty Drug Store, plus •S.00 for handling and processing. YOU WILL RECEIVE 
ONE CERTIFICATE FROM THE CUSTOMER S'ERVICE DESK AT THAT TIME! 
Make your reservations on Continental Airlines and purchase your tickets at 
any Continental Airlines city ticket office, ail'R()rt ticket counter or through your 
authorized travel agent Certificates must be redeemed at the time of purchase. 
IT'S THAT WY! 
So Zone in and start saving today. 
Offer good on ~ tickets only, whictl may limit the number of seats avallable. Tickets must be purchased 
at least 10 days in advance of travel departure. A Satwuay nklht stay is required. Some blackout dates and 
reslrictlons apply. Valid anywhere Continental nfes in the contiguous 48 states. 
FLY UIITIL NOVEMBER 15, 1993 AIID SAVE. 
Get one Continental Airlines Travel Discount Certificate good for 
roundtrip flights between Southern California and any destination 
in Zone A for S249.00 or between Southern California and 
any destination in Zone B for S349.00. TICKETS MUST 
BE PURCHASED BY 7/15/93 AND TRAVEL MUST BE 
COMPLETED BY 11 /15/93. Offer good May 12 through July 7, 
1993 or while certificate supplies last. 
Questions? Call Continental Airlines Toll Free 
1-800-426-5600 
For Customer Service, Information & Reservations. 
Thriltv lbuorolen 
2so tatifets. 200mg. 
REG. 9.99 6'! 
Pepsi 
2 litec botlle Assortea vanetles 
99t. Pepsi ...... ""_......,...., 
12-oz. cans. Pepsi, Crystal Pepsi, Slice or 
Mountain Dew. 
,!. l!!EA 
Hereford 
Corned Beef 
Thrifty 
Facial Tissues 
250 count REG. 1.39 
Coors Beer 
24 Pack. 12-oz. cans. 
Regular, Light or Dry. 
•See coupon In store for 
mal~in /Ibale conditions. 
24 
PACK 
12-oz. While stocks last. 11! 
r------ ----• MIIUFACIUIEl'S COUPON 
OIi Cl/lTIIUM®w1th Coupon 
HIGH l'OJIIICf 11111.rMf'AMII• 
Mll1ffMIIIIIM. fOIIIIU 
(Good on 130 count package only) 
ColllulnW: Please be sure Ille coupons you redeem 111 
accompenled by the required purchase. Reider. For 
payment of lace value plus 8• handing, sand to Ledel1e 
Refund Oller. P.O. Box 870004, El Paso, TX 88587-0004. 
Coupon Is \lold where taxed, prohibited or res1ricted by 
law. Cash value 1/ 100 of a cent. Valid only in USA. This 
coupon Is nontransllllTlbie, IIOIIU$lgnable and 
nonreproducible. This coupon cannot be used In 
conjunction wtth any CENTRUM offer. 
Offer limited to one coupon per purcllase. 
Coupon good thru May 18, 1993. 
·------------' 
Centrum Vitamins 
High Poter,cy Multlvltamln-
Multimineral fonnuia. 
130count. 
799 REG. 9.99 Sale Price 
200 Less Mfr's • Instant Coupon 
5'9EA. Final Cost After Coupon 
99! 
Star-Kist Chunk 
Light Tuna 
6.125-oz. Packed in 
water or oil. 
2_s1 
Convenience, Selection & Friendly Service 
••'7Ue .4~~"'~"',4/t•• 
I ~-• 
: MANUFACTURERS' : 
I COUPONS I I I 
·-------------· 
See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You 
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores. 
Our Advemsing Policy: If an item is not described as rtduced or salt, it may bt at the rt9ular price. A regular price, though not rtduced, is an outstanding value. Our intention is to have every 
advertised item in stock and on our shelves. If your local stare should run out of any advertised item during the salt period or should an item not arrive due to unfoteseen cirtumstances, 
the store will offer you a rtasonable substitute or we will issue you an Oversold Coupon on request for the item to bt pu~std at the salt price wh-vtr available plus one Thrifty Dollar. 
This does not apply to dearanc1 and dose-out sales or to special purchases where quantities an, limited to stock available. Na sales to dealers. Umit rights reserved. 
.,· 
,,,,</;,;, <.,i•\~. ·'»..·· '., .. 
I '11 get things started by 
. sending big shouts to Miss 
D', Mighty O.T., Teddy Bear 
- and the rest of the S.O.S. crew at 
1 Riverside's KUCR 88.3 FM. 
(rtiey let me come by and talk a 
little entertainment news on the 
air Sunday morning.) 
,, Among the things we 
iscussed was Mario Van 
Peebles' new movie Posse. It's a 
Black western that we all need 
to see. Van Peebles plays Jesse 
Lee who is on a mission of 
' revenge to his hometown, 
Freemanville, that is in conflict 
with marauders from the 
neighboring White town. You'll 
see rappers Tone Loe and Big 
:qaddy Kane helping Van 
Peebles accomplish this mission. 
It should be out this week. 
Since I'm on the topic of rappers 
on the screen, I might as well 
move on to my album review of 
Yo Yo's (who's appeared on 
!ef artin) latest. 
Yo Yo (EastWest Records) 
You Better Ask Somebody - I 
know you've heard her lastest 
single "IBWin' Wit My 
Crewin"'. It's the dopest cut out 
right now. Yo Yo has released 
ltwo other phat album's with 
slammin' cuts. But this one is 
<:,xtra large. 
"IBWin' ... " flexes the 'rough 
and rugged" style 21-year-old 
Yolanda Whittaker said her third 
album would include. 
Taking her music back to the1 
streets, Yo Yo has managed to 
come up with 12 eye raising 
jams; she wrote eight and Ice 
Cube, who introduced her to his 
audience on his first album, 
wrote four songs. 
The music keeps your head 
bobbin' and rump shakin' while 
keeping that hard core gangsta 
edge. The album features 
production from several 
producers including the Baker 
Boys, QD III (Quincy Jones' 
son), Pockets, Mr. Woody, 
Krazy Toons, Lay Law, Night 
Stalker and Ice Cube. She's 
Ir. ']"lso pulled in Cube on "The ~I onnie And Clyde Theme"; 1 'embers of the IBWC (I'ntelligent Black Women's 
: Coalition) on "Pass It On"; and 
: Martin Lawrence (with his 
· retarded self ) on "Letters To 
· The Pen." Speaking of Martin, 
. ::i'•m sure you've seen Yo Yo on a 
· ::few episodes of Martin as 
:Sbeneneh's best friend K-E-Y, 
·.(,.9 Lo. "There you go, Girl!" 
-
-. ' 
· :tNTRO ( Atlantic Records) 
Intro - Radio has not been aiil 
. ·that receptive to playing tons ofi 
:hip hop rap cuts, but that's okay. 
:We got hip hop singers that are 
.still gening the hip hop beats out 
there. So there's my intro on 
Atlantic Records' new artists, 
•INTRO. The fellas are skilled. 
We're talking writing and 
production for Mary J. Blige, 
among others, line their resume. 
The first single, "Love 
Thang" featured that same 
,groove Brand Nubian used in 
"Slow Down." If you're 
wondering if Intro has more 
stuff, the answer is 'Yes.' In fact, 
the give the fellas receive 
incredible props for having the 
tl_i p hop flava, singing r&b, 
'b,eing young and not sounding 
like Jodeci. 
Entertainment 
PageB-1 Thursday, May 13, 1993 
Big Time Entertainment Headline Orange Show 
This year's National Orange 
Show fearures one of the largest 
celebrity line-ups in Orange 
Show History. 
This year's line up includes 
the comedy of George Wallace 
and George Lopez, musical 
legends, The Four Tops, 
currently rising stars John 
Secada, PM Dawn and a hosts of 
other comedians and musical 
artists. 
Comedian George Wallace 
began his adult professional life 
selling rags to dentists, 
mechanics, airlines and all other 
who he could convince that 
there existed a need for these 
cloth items. However, after a 
year he decided it was time to 
move up from rags in search of 
riches. 
George Wallace 
George started performing at 
a comedy club and was offered a 
job writing for the RED FOXX 
SHOW. He spent a year writing 
for the show by day and 
perfecting his standup routine by 
night. 
As his reputation grew, 
George was suggested as a 
competitor for the cable 
television special "The Big Laff 
Off." he won over 150 entrants 
and captured the first prize of 
$2,000 and club engagements all 
over the country. From there, 
the jokes started flowing quicker 
and the audiences kept laughing. 
George Lopez, one of the 
fasted rising stand- up 
comedians today, has recently 
starred in his first Showtime 
Special titled A PAIR OF 
JOKERS. In addition, George 
which recently completed work 
on the Carl 
Reiner feature 
film FATAL 
INSTINCT, .. · 
which MGM . 
will release this 
coming summer. 
G e o r g e >. 
Lopez is a , 
regular on the • 
ARSENIO ·· 
HALL SHOW \ 
where Arsenio 
stated, "George 
Lopez is a brave 
comedian, not ,. 
afraid to take a 
change with his 
humor. George 
is on the cutting Four Tops 
edge- that's why 
I have him on my show." 
The Four 
Tops - Levi 
Stubbs, Abdul 
"Duke" Fakir, 
Renaldo 
" 0 b i e " 
Benson and 
Lawrence 
Payton have 
been together 
for 38 years, 
constantly 
producing 
songs of love, 
happiness, 
and romantic 
heartbreak in 
the tradition 
of the Detroit 
Sound. No 
other popular 
quartet has 
staved 
together with original personnel 
intact for as long as the 
legendary FOUR TOPS. 
The FOUR' TOPS have a list 
of Top Ten hits, many of them 
John Secada 
gold records and chart topers, to 
their credit. The include "Baby I 
Need Your Loving," "I Can't 
Sundays lNith M:iss 'D' 
Sunday, May 16th, 1993 
African-American 
Awareness 
5:30 P.M. 
Topic: Black Cops 
KUCR 
• FM 88.3 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE VOICE 
-~~-.l~.!!~!.!~~~!-~r~~g~-~~-~~ 
Right on track for fun with $2.00 WEEKDAY admission! 
May 
13-23 
San 
Bernardino 
•• 
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE! 
82Weekday 
Admissions! 
Lower Carnival Prices! 
Lower Food Prices! 
Lower Prices Everywhere! 
Stop by 
Stater Bros. Markets 
and get your 
buy-one-get-one-free 
weekend admission pass 
to the 
National Orange Show 
Visit and Save at the 
Auto Races 
May 15 & 16, 22 & 23 
Call for more information: 
(909) 888-6788 
HEADLINE 
ENTERTAINERS 
STATER BROS. 
"GOOD TIMES" THEATRE 
. 'I 
BILLYDFAN 
Thursda Ma 13 • 7 & 9 p.m. 
JOHNNYCASH 
Saturday, May 15 • 5 & 8 p.m. 
CHARIJE DANIElS 
BAND 
Sunday, May 16 • 5 & 8 p.m. 
Help Myself 
(Sugarpie, 
Honeybunch)," "It's 
The Same Old Song," 
"Reach Out (I'll Be 
There), "Bernadette," 
"Walk Away Rene," 
"Standing In The 
Shadow Of Love," 
"Shake Me, Wake 
Me," and "Still 
Waters Run Deep." 
They have 
recorded 36 albums 
in their illustrious 
career and each 
contains at least 
one FOUR TOPS 
classic. 
John Secada, 
one of the '90s 
brightest vocal and 
songwriting talents -- not to 
mention success tories -- has 
this kind of a voice. You can 
hear it when he wraps his 
brothas who are brothers. They 
hail from New Jersey City. PM 
Dawn's sound is a result of the 
eyes and hearts of children 
coming of age in the Seventies 
an eighties being assaulted, 
intrigued, captivated, and 
repelled by the schizophrenic 
soundz and images of that era of 
vocals around a lyric _and George Lopez 
expresses a yearnmg, . . . 
aching quality that resonates mixed messages and realities. 
in your head until well after . For the past year PM Da~n 
the song is over. You know has s~aye~ on the chart~, with 
he has made a penetrating booming smgl~s ,,5uc~ as . Baby 
connection with you. You Send Me, I Die Without 
Secada's messages is ~rom Yo_u, " "Reality ys~d To Be A 
the heart, his soul .. and the Fnend Of Mme and new 
releases from their brand new spirit. 
Secada has be scorching 
the charts with his hit singles 
"Just Another Day," and 
"Angel, " from his debut 
album "Just Another Day." 
LP "Plastic," and "I'll Al ways 
Think About You." 
PM Dawn are two young 
For information on show 
times and tickets please call 
(909) 888-6788. 
'i STUNNING WILD WEST STORY. 
ABSOLUTELY ORIGINAL!" 
Hill l>,..ltl \ Ill ll \ Ill() ', I 11\0IU, 
"As vibrant and as thrilling as any 
action film released this decade:' 
STEPHEN 
BALDWIN 
- Rod Lurie, LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE 
BIG DADDY 
KANE 
CHARLES 
LANE 
TINY 
LISTER 
TONE 
LOC 
BLAIR 
UNDERWOOD 
MARIO 
VAN PEEBLES 
BILLY 
ZANE 
STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 14TH 
WESlWOOOJBII: *HOU.YWOCO •HOU.YWOOO *Cflffl/RYCIIYJBII: . 
GENERAL CINEMA'S AVOO CINEMA I CINEPLEJ( ODEON I HOLLYWOOO I AMC CENT\JR\' 14 I (310) 47Ml7l1 FAJRfAX CINEMAS PACIFIC (310) ~900 
CAll'fllfAll!E (213)65J.3ll7 (213) 464411 1 CAU.TllWIEFORSHOWTIMES 
FOR SHOWTIMES CALL TllEATRE CALI. TllEATRE 4 hours fiee volldoled porl<rog 
Actvooce hckets on SOie OOiP;' FOR SHOWTlMES FOi SHOWTIMES wrrn ticket p!.l'ChOSe. 
*AlliAMBAA 
EawardS 
AltmlDrOPiOCe 
(818)281-0980 
COMMERCE 
Pacific's 
Cormace Theolres 
(213) 7260022 
•ANAHEIM HIUS •CORONA 
Ectwords Ancllern Hils Edwards COrono 11 
Fest"" 8 (909) 279- 1160 
(714)282-5959 •COS!A MESA 
ARCADIA EdwordS 
GCC SOnta Anrta enema Centeti••'• 
. :.:-M200 (714)97~l~li !!W'H 
EawadS 
foolhtl!Center 
(818)969-9632 
IAKERSFELD 
lhtedMlsfs 
MaYles 
(805) 39~1091 
•LONG BEACH *PUENTE HILLS 
AMCMainaPocifca AMC (310) 493-6521 Puente M<il 10 
(818)810-5566 
AMC 
SANTA MONICA 7 
(310)395-3000 
CALL TllEATl!E 
FORSHOWTIMES 
TIIOUSAHD OAKS 
UMed Artists MOVl8S 
(805) 49Hl708 
TOIHIANCE 
l.rli'OOArtists 
0e/Amo 
(310) 542-7383 
UP\AND EctwardS 
Mounto.n Green 4 
(909) 982-7851 
•VALENCIA 
Ectwards Valencia 
Town Center 10 
(805) 287-1740 
VIClOR'Vlllf 
Movies 10 (619) 241-7875 
• M STMINSTER Edwortls 
Westminster 10 
BALDWIN HILLS 
BciOWm COtr()lex (213)2S0-1991 
ards (714) 37!1-1176 
BREA 
EdWordS 
Brea Plazo • (714) 529-5339 
•BURBANK 
AMC BtKt>onk 14 
(818)953-9600 
CHINO 
AMCC!!ina 
Town SQuore 10 
(909) 690-2400 
COLTON 
GCC Rancho 
(909) 370-2085 
• STANTON EdwordS 
GAIH>ENA Rx::lflc's Vitloge Center 
Vermont 0!1'le-111 (714) 891-0567 
(310) 323-4065 • IEMECUL< eowardS 
GVINADA HILLS L<NCASIER Ranct<> Caldom/Q 
l.KlifedArtistsMov,es The Movies 12 Town center (818) 366«02 (fll6)94s.3887 (909)694-4130 
AND AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
*WHITilER 
Ktll<arlan's 
WM1WOOOCl08ffl0 10 
(310) 94 NlHOW 
WOOOlANO HIUS 
United Artists 
'Womer Center 
(818) 999-2130 
Bil~~ 
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Local Poet Published in 
National Anthology 
Shirleyne 
Bates of 
Moreno 
Valley has 
just had 
original 
poetry 
published in Shlrleyne Bates 
"Where Dreams Begin" , a 
treasurey of today's poetry 
compiled by the National 
Library of Poetry. The poem is 
entitled "Tomorrow", and the 
main subject is The imponance 
of Today! Poets interested in 
publication may send one 
original poem, 20 lines or less to 
the National Library of Poetry, 
11419 Cronridge Drive #10, P.O. 
Box 704NR, Ownings Mills, 
Maryland 21117. 
African-American Wins 
Miss Teen Redlands 
A pril Narcisee, 15, Miss Teen Redlands is running for Miss Teen 
California. Narcissee is the first 
African-American Miss Teen 
Redlands to be named. 
Narcissee is a 9th grade 
student at Moore Jr. High 
School. She has been active in 
the San Bernardino Christmas 
and Black History Parades, the 
Fontana Black History Parade 
and the Fontana Miss Black 
Awareness Pageant. 
She also has been involved in 
pageants at the Carousel and 
Inland Center Malls. 
Narcisse 's goal is to be a 
criminal lawyer. In her spare 
time she likes to model and read. 
. 
•, :~~' ,,# ..... · 
·"'¼-,.~.-. 
Aprii Narclsee~ 
Miss Teen California will be 
held May 30, 1993. 
Sponsorships and ads are still 
needed. Anyone wishing to help 
call Black Voice (909) 889-
0506 or (909) 682-6070. 
Local Girl Selected As Candidate For 
Miss California All-American Scholarship 
M iss Jessica Summers, daughter of Sgt. 
Terrance & Beverly Summers 
has been selected as an official 
State Candidate for the Miss 
California All-American Student 
Scholarship and Recognition 
State Program in Modesto, CA 
on July 23-25, 1993. She is a 
student at Ramona Elementary, 
Moreno Valley in the 4th grade. 
After a state search for 
outstanding students, ages 7 to 
18, the Miss All-American 
Student State Program invited 
J ess1ca to participate. 
Candidates are selected to 
compete based on their 
academic achievements, 
community involvement, 
scholastic honors and 
demonstration of a positive pre-
teen or teen image. Jessica will 
attend the State Program to 
compete for the State Title and 
$15,000 in Education Bonds and 
Awards. She and every other 
candidate each will receive a 
$50 Education Bond and 
Recognition Medallion for their 
outstanding achievements. 
More information can be 
obtained by calling the National 
Program Headquarters at 504-
275-4470. Join us in wishing 
our own Miss Jessica Summers 
good luck at the Miss All-
American Student State 
Program. 
'J.lame %at 'Toon ani Win JZl_ 
Wee~ni of 1Jisneyfani Magic 
• Our winners will receive a vacation package for two(2) days and two 
(2) nights to Disneyland Park for a winner and their three (3) guests 
(ideal for a family of four(4)) 
• The winner will receive (1) double room at Disneyland Hotel for two (2) nights. 
• 
• 
Tram shuttle transportation between Disneyland Hotel and Disneyland Park . 
Two day passports for each member of winners' party visiting Disneyland Park. 
(Total for (4) two day passports) Select meals. 
A. Mickey Mouse's 
longtime co-star & 
sweetheart. 
8 . T oontown's found-
ing resident 
C. Guardian ct 
Disneyland's Acorn nut 
supply. 
0 . Disney's most 
famous feathered 
wiseg1uy. 
E. Awkward, toochy, 
CtJrious and al~around 
good sport. 
D 
Enter To Win: Name 
D 
Address _________________________ Age __ _ 
City , State Zip Phone 
1. All vacations are to be taken between July 1 , 1993 and June 1994. 2. All vacations are for the winning person and three 
other persons. The winner must accompany the group. 3. The vacations may not be sold, traded or transferred to anyone 
else. To win match the letter of the character with the right image. Then mail your entry to The Black Voice News, P .0. Box 
1581, Riverside, CA 92502. All Entries must be received by May 31 , 1993 Winners will be announced June i 0, 19993. 
,~ Mick1vk 1~ ~·~-Jf8 ',0 1/4~ 
Disne land 
The Inland EanpiN!I News in Black and ~ 
( 
Go To College For FREEi 
Most parents and students 
think that scholarships are only 
for the students with good 
grades, low-income families, or 
the athletically inclined. A 
small exam pie of the numerous 
scholarships available to students 
include: Left-Handed Student 
Scholarships, Handicapped 
Students Scholarships, Members 
of a Church Scholarships, David 
Lettennan's Scholarship for 'C' 
Students, Veteran children's 
Scholarships, Scholarships for 
minorities and much much more! 
The general public is not 
aware that over $ 10 billion is 
available to students from private 
sector scholarships. Over $20.4 
billion from the federal 
government. In a U .S . 
Congressional study, it was 
reponed that, "Over $6.6 billion 
of private sector financial aid 
went unused because parents and 
students did not know where to 
apply." A conservative college 
tuition for a full-time student 
runs from $10,000- $30,000 . 
High scoring colleges run from 
$40,000-$100,000 and this 
tuition is per year. 
There are organizations that 
have spent hundreds of hours in 
research, locating scholarship 
sources. These organizations are 
AEE (American Educational 
Excellence) members and have a 
list of over 400 different 
scholarships available. The lists 
include the scholarships names, 
addresses, telephone numbers, 
application deadlines, summaries 
about the scholarships and the 
amount the scholarships will pay 
your child. 
Many scholarships pay the 
entire tuition; otherwise, 
students combine applicable 
scholarships together to form 
one large tuition payment. 
For information on obtaining 
these scholarship lists, send a 
S.A.S.E. to: The U.S. Channel 
of Commerce For Higher 
Education, P.O. Box 1189, 
Hanford, CA 92320. 
Subscribe To The Voice Toda 
Jawanza Kunjufu 
Author 
Motivating and Preparing Black 
Youth to Work 
Countering The Conspiracy 
(Volumes I, II and III) 
Critical Issues In Educating 
African-American Youth 
To Be Popular or Smart: 
The Black Peer Group 
omes o 
Riverside's 
Kansas Ave. · 
. 
SDA Church I 
,; 
May 22, 1993 ·i 
8:00 p.m. 
Donation $10 
For Information: (909) 682-981 Q 
-Sponsored by: Kansas Ave, Seventh Day Adventist• Pastor Jessie L. Wilson 
4491 Kansas Ave., Riverside, CA 92507 • Co-Sponsored by: Black Voice News 
Q 
Sports 
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Union Jack Flies At King's 
Star Spangled Glory 
means a good old fisticuffs' 
duel, between two similar style 
fighters or equal warriors; fur-
thennore, both maybe left stand-
ing at the end of a 12 round 
encounter. 
This is exactly what we got in 
the Lewis vs. Tucker WBC 
heavyweight championship 
bout, a boxing match. Emphasis 
on boxing. 
The two 6'5" 230 lb behe-
moths - Lewis 23-0 with 19 
AS VEGAS: I KO's and Tucker now 48-2 with 
· was sitting next 
to an English 
Gent - ingesting 
the Lennox Lewis & Tony 
Tucker portion of the triple 
header-championship card pre-
38 KO 's - were toiling for life 
and respect. Two cats - no 
mouse's - able to get on their 
toes and move in and out of 
trouble: rare skills for men this 
size. Both of theses guys 
showed me boxing skills usually 
found in fighters in the lighter 
weight divisions. Good foot 
movement, bobbing & weaving, 
and effective jabs. 
Contrary to many of the fight 
experts, I enjoyed this boxing 
match and recognized and 
appreciated the fight skills the 
men displayed in this unanimous 
12-round decision won by 
Lewis. 
Some people feel watching 
two counter punchers fight is 
like watching grass grow, but 
grass never jumped up and 
knocked your head off. One 
wrong move. One errant step. 
One mis-timed duck - and it 's 
lights outs. 
Case in point: 
The fight was moving along 
in cruise control in the 3rd 
round: then barn , a quick right 
hand put Tucker on his rump 
shaker. He touched the canvas 
again in the 9th round , after a 
Lewis shot. 
" I thought I had him going a 
few times, " Lewis said. ' 'He 
showed a lot of guts." 
The two knock downs enact-
ed by Lewis on Tucker, became 
the first and second time he was 
swept off his feet in his profes-
sional career. Just as a gage: in 
the 12 round loss to Mike 
Tyson, Tucker managed to 
remain venical for the duration 
of the fight. 
I asked Lewis and Tucker 
about their similar styles and the 
type of fight this produced dur-
The unknowledgeable boxing ing the post fight press confer-
fan can absorb a fight between ence. 
two of the most unskilled com- Lewis, the Brit that wouldn' t 
batants since Pee Wee Hennan quit, noted : "I think l showed 
• vs. Tiny Tim, and as long as the world I am a talented heavy-
, : ;, someone gets knocked-out, the weight. I just stuck to my box-
, fight would be deemed a sue- ing skills and he never had me 
; cess. hurt in this fight. He fought a 
I have no illusions: Boxing is smart fight. I was pleased, but 
. : a contest between people trying we can always do better." 
~ to knock each other's block off. Tucker explained: "I couldn't 
· .? Sometimes this means putting get my jab in there enough. His 
"" your opponent's lights out for foot movement threw me off a :1 .t._ the inight. But sometimes it little bit. I lost to a good fighter. 
f • h~ -best ti res at the best 
rice & the best service 
James White, President. 
The best prices on the best tires with 
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt 
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service 
Centers, 
So the next time your car needs 
service or repair- Come see us. 
r------~-----,,------------, 
Even though I went the distance 
with (Mike) Tyson, that fight 
was much different, so I can't 
judge (who is better) ." 
Don King billed this fight as 
Star Spangled Glory, but on this 
night, the Union Jack flew high. 
Englishmen pranced and danced 
and carried the flag about proud-
ly. 
Riddick Bowe may have 
tossed the WBC belt in the 
trash, but Lewis showed he is a 
skilled boxer and is not a paper 
champion. 
Lewis, 1988 super heavy-
weight Olympic Gold Medalist, 
is the first British born heavy-
weight to hold the crown, since 
Bob Fitzsimmons stopped James 
Corbett on March 17, 1897. 
Based on his performance 
against the game and skillful 
boxer, Tucker, the Brit that 
won't quit will probably be 
around for awhile. 
So you boxing fans pull up a 
chair, change your mind set and 
enjoy the boxing side of boxing. 
Trivia Question: What two 
combatants fought in the first 
fight at the Mirage (rhe fight 
also coincided with the Mirage's 
grand opening)? .. . 
OTHER NEWS FROM 
STAR SPANGLED GLORY: 
Undefeated Super Lightweight 
Champion Julio Cesar Chavez 
(87-0, 75 KO's), of Culiacan, 
Mexico, retained his WBC 
crown with a 6th round TKO 
win over a game and determined 
Terrence Alli, of Georgetown 
Guyana. 
At the post fight press confer-
ence, I asked Julio what weight 
would he fight Pernell Whitaker 
at when they tangle in 
September. 
"I will weight no more than 
143 pounds and I don't care 
what he weights," Julio forceful-
ly noted . "Before I fight 
Whitaker, I would like to have 
Don King arrange a fi ght in 
Mexico as a warm-up." 
In a classic bout of power 
punchers, Gerald McClellan 
(28-2, 26 KO 's) - Detroit ' s 
Kronk entrant - stunned WBC 
Middleweight Champion Julian 
Jackson (46-2, 43 KO 's) , as he 
scored a TKO victory in the 5th 
round. 
Emanuel Steward (Mc 
Clellan 's trainer) said this about 
Gerald: "You know the Kronk 
fighters have big hearts . You 
know how they are .... ... .... when 
they come up from that base-
ment in Detroit." 
"Jackson landed some good 
punches - and it took all my 
bean to win," said McOellan. "I • 
am glad to have the WBC title." 
3553 Merrill Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 1 69 95 SeMce Includes: 1 1 15 88 Off~r Includes: 1 
I • Replace pad. and shoes I • Dra,n ool & replace ~ 10 S I 
• Repack bearings on non I · qtt/30wt 
I drive axles I I • FREE-12pt. vehcl! I 
1-800-69-TIRE1 
As About Our 
Nationwide 
Service 
Warranty 
I per axel • Resurface/drums/rotors I I Most cars and . . inspection I 
I alee Special • Inspect calipers, Wheel I I light trucks • FREE-4 tire rotation I 
Cy1ndeR & hydraulics Lube Oil & filter • Instill new filter 
I • Ac:$ust and road test I I • lubricate chassis I L------------~L------------~ 
I I, 
Goodyear Certified Auto 
Service Centers Inland 
Empire Tire, Inc. 
Gerald McClellan Lennox Lewis 
Who better to sum up the 
action and day's events than the 
venerable master blaster, Don 
King. 
"We brought the fans what 
they wanted (competitive fights) 
and affordable action. We put on 
a great show. A t itle fight 
changed hands (Jackson & 
McClellan) . The two heavy-
weights put on a great boxing 
show, also." . .. 
Trivia Question Answer: 
D Y UWANTT 
REACH OVER 
35,000 
AFFLUENT 
AFRICAN-
AMERICAN 
READERS EVERY 
WEEK? Sugar Ray Leonard vs. Roberto Duran on December 7, 1989. 
Leonard won a unanimous 12-
round decision. It was their last L-------------------------
andfinal meeting. . . . S U B S C R I B E 
Probe 
Preferred Equipment Package 253A 
Fscnrl I X 3-Door 
Pn•frrrcd Equipnwnt Package' 120An21,\ 
Mustang LX Sedan 
Preferred Equipment Package 2-t0A 
F-350 XLT Lariat 4x2 Crew Cab 
Preferred Equipment Package b71A 
FORD 
$99PERMO . 
CAN DELIVER 
ANY NEW CAR 
in our inventory on: 
Aapproved credit 
ANo Credit? 
AFirst time buyer? 
ACredit Problems In The Past? 
Call us at 393-9331. 
We can. sell: 
you_ a car! 
4480 Chino Hills Pk""·y, 
Chino 
(909) 393-9331 
All Cars are: subject to rpior sales, plus tax, license, & 
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Customer 
Requested options are extra. 
.l 
-w.1 
Classifieds & Legals :,, '• .... It 
) · 
•j 
_T_h_e_B_la_c_k_V4_o_ic_e_N-ew-s--- ------------ - -------P;;;:-a_g_e-;B~-4---:--e- ----------------------;;T;;h-u-rs~da;-y-,-:M.::a-y-1-;3:;-,-:;1;;;9:;:93-:;-- ~ 
HELP 
WANTED 
MEDICAL 
Diamond Health Care 
seeking RN'S, CNA's, 
, . -L:.'(N's , Home Health 
, · Aides (909) 274 - 9513. 
' 
GUIDANCE 
COORDINATOR(S) 
,. The Jurupa Unified 
School District Is 
accepting applications 
for the above 
pos l tlons(s). 
Applicant will assist 
teachers and 
r; administrators by 
providing counseling, 
, guidance, discipline 
and attendance 
. ; services for 
approximately 300 
students. Applicant 
must possess Pupil 
: . ; Personnel Credential. 
'"' , Submit a letter of 
application, resume' 
and placement file 
before June 8, 1993 
to : Kent Campbell, 
Assistant 
Superintendent-
Personnel Services, 
3924 Riverview Drive, 
, Riverside, CA 92509. 
BEAUTY SHOP 
FOR SALE 
3 stations, $6,000 - or 
• best offer. Also 
' beauty shop 
equipment, 5 stations 
& misc. Call (909) 
682-7042 or 683-8107. 
Black Voice News 
Black Voice News 
Black Voice News 
Black Voice News 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME SfATEMENT 
T he following person(s) is (are) 
w_olng business as: 
., 
IDEAL GUEST HOME 
17701 Alexander St. 
Perris, CA 92370 
BETI'Y SUE T ULLOUS 
~ 1295 N. Chestnut Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
T he business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
, T his registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 4-15.-93. 
ls/Betty S. Tullous 
lflie filing of this statement 
hoes not of Itself authorize the 
~se rn this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
lhe rights or another under 
fe4e_ral, state, or common law (se~., 14400 et . seq. b & p code) 
~(.atement tiled with the 
County C lerk of Riverside 
County on April 15, 1993. 
J hereby certify tha t this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In m y office. 
WUUam E. Conerly, 
· :e:::oanty C lerk 
'li'ile No. 932616 
. /pl5}6/13120/27/93 
•FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
;NAME SfATEMENT 
; ,- 'T he foll owing person(s) Is (are) 
~ '. ·4oing business as: 
• . · ,DRIVE BODY AND FITNESS 
SPORTS WEAR 
6328 Clnnebar Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92509-4107 
I 
RUSSELL JOSEPH CASfON 
6328 Cinnebar Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92509-4107 
T he business is conducted by 
an individual. 
T his registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 3-2-93. 
ls/Russell J . Caston 
T he filing or this s tatement 
does not of itself a uthorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
, the r ights of another under 
, 1 federal, state, or common law (sec, 14400 et . seq. b & p code) 
, Stat~ment flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
' Coi(ilty on April 30, 1993. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
Coa.y,ty Clerk 
Flle'No. 933009 
lpl5/6113120127 l93 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UN6 ER A DEED OF TRUSf 
DA1'ED August 14, 1989 
UNllESS YOU TAKE 
AtjION TO PROTECT 
· ~ YOl:JR PROPERTY, IT MAY 
_. ;/ I , 
-:• , BE SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE. 
. < • IFYOUNEED AN 
EXPJ,ANATION OF THE 
' NA'FURE OF THE 
PRQCEEDING AGAINST 
I • YO~, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
Notl~e of Trustee's Sale Under 
Deed of Trust 
Notl~e Is hereby given that 
CO~SOLIDATED 
,. REOONVEYANCE 
GIRLS WANTED 
from California, 
between 7•19, to 
compete In this year's 
5th annual 1993 San 
Diego Pageants. Over 
$20,000.00 In prizes 
and scholarships. 
Call today 1-800-
PAGEANT - EXT. 4865 
SELLERS 
Houses For 
Sale 
DESPERATE 
88k - $2304 Down, 
$770 PITI @ 7.5% 3 
bdrrns, 1-3/4 bath. 
114k - $3319 Down, 
$995 PITI @ 7.5% 3 
bdrrns 1-3/4 bath. 
119k - $3512 Down, 
$1039 PITI @ 7 .5% 3 
bdrrns, 2-1/2 bath. 
139k • $5179 Down, 
$1205 PITI @ 7 .5% 3 
bdrms, 2-1/2 bath - 4 
years new. 
140k - $5270 Down, 
$1213 PITI@ 7.5% 3 
bdrrns, 2 bath, 4 years 
new. 
KHTX/KRSO 
Riverside/ San 
Bernardino seeks 
General Sales 
Manager. Minimum 5 
years sales 
management exper-
ience required In Top 
30 market, preferably 
In Southern 
California. Resume to 
Jeff Salgo, VP & 
General Manager, P.O. 
Box 50005, San 
Bernard ino, CA 
92412. (909) 384-
9750. EOE MN. 
FUND RAISER: 
Salesmanship, public 
speaking , professional 
appearance, organized, 
work well with 
volunteers. College. 
Resumes to United Way, 
3650 Fourteenth Street, 
Riverside 92501. 
Choir Musician 
Wanted 
Quinn AME Church 
Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 242-0800 
or 
(909) 653-6650 
PEOPLE HELPING 
155k - $6743 Down, PEOPLE 
$1336 PITI @ 7.5% 3 Enhancing lives. 
bdrms, 2-1/2 bath , 4 .Bulldlng economic 
years new. bases. For 
199k - 19,900 Down, 
$1570.90 PITI@ 8.9%, 
3,000 sq ft- custom 
home. .69 acre. 
horses ok. 
For more Information 
call Beverly 909-780-
1633. 
To Subscribe Call 
(909) 682-6070 
COMPANY as trustee, or 
successor trustee, or 
substituted trustee pursuant to 
the Deed of Trust executed by 
ANTHONY D. MARTINEZ 
AND ROSA G. MARTINEZ 
HUSBAND AND WIFE 
Recorded 08/22/1989 Inst.# 
234915 of Official Records in 
the office or the County 
Recorded of RIVERSIDE 
County, California, and 
pursuant lo the Notice of 
Default and Election to Sell 
thereunder recorded 
01/2011993 Inst# 22725 or said 
Official Records, will Sell on 
06/0311993 at 10:00 A.M. at AT 
T HE MAIN SfREIT 
ENTRANCE TO THE 
COUNTY COURT HOUSE 
4050 MAIN STREIT 
RIVERSIDE, CA 
at public auction, to the 
highest bidder for cash 
(payable at the time of sale In 
lawful money of the United 
Sta tes), all right, title, and 
Interest, conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trust in the property situated 
In said County and State and 
described as follows: 
LOT 41 OF RUBIDOUX 
VILLAGE T RACT, UNIT NO. 
2, IN THE COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE, SfATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS SHOWN 
BY MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 
31, PAGE 43, OF MAPS, 
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 
APN 179-083-005-7 
TRUSTEE IS SELLING 
PROPERTY "AS IS" 
T he street address a nd other 
common designation, If any, of 
the real property described 
above Is purported to be: 
3238 PONTIAC AVENUE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
T he undersigned Trustee 
disclaims any liability for any 
incorrectness of the street 
address and other common 
designation, if any, shown 
herein. 
T he total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the secured by the 
property to be sold and 
reasonable estimated costs, 
expenses and advances at the 
time of the Initia l publication 
of the Notice of sale is: 
$94,173.68 
In addition to cash, the Trustee 
will accept a cashier's check 
drawn on a state or national 
bank, a check drawn by a state 
or federal credit union or a 
check drawn by a state or 
federal savings loan 
association, savings association 
or savings bank specified In 
Section 5102 or the Financial 
Code and authorized to do 
business In this state. In the 
event tender other than cash Is 
accepted, the Trustee may 
withhold the issuance of the 
Trustee's Deed until funds 
become available to the payee 
or endorsee as a matter of 
r ight. 
Said sale will be made, but 
without covenant or warranty, 
express or Implied r egarding 
title, possession or 
encumbrances, to satisfy the 
Indebtedness secured by said 
Deed, advances thereunder, 
appointment/ 
Interview call (909) 
949-3167 
ORANGE CREST 
near new 1,500 sq ft - 3 
+ 2 Xlnt condition, low 
maintenanced yard. 
Ready for your· 
Inspection , only· 
$140,500. 
with Interest as provided 
therein, and the unpaid 
principal or the note secured 
by said deed with Interest 
thereon as provided in said 
Note, fees, charges and 
expenses of t he t rus tee a nd of 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of'Irust. 
CONSOLIDATED 
RECONVEYANCE 
COMPANY 
21031 VENTURA BLVD., 
SECOND FLOOR 
WOODLANDS HILLS, CA 
91364 
(918) 340-4472 
Dated: 04126/1993 
Maria Medina 
Trustee Officer 
LPP6999 
T.S. No. 27749-TG4 
lpl516113/20/93 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME SfATEMENT 
T he followlng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF Hl'MAN SERVICES 
"N.H.S." 
12240 Perris Blvd., Ste. #297 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
ROBERT POWELL 
22561 Country Gate Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
DWAYNE ELAM 
16195 Jacobs Circle 
Riverside, CA 92504 
_T he business is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
T his registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 4-01-93. 
ls/Dwayne Elam 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in th is state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the r ights or another under 
federal, slate, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of River side 
County on May OJ, 1993. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
File No. 933040 
/pl516113/20/27193 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
(1) 
GEEDAY'S QUARTER 
20778 Brana Road 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(2) 
ONE DROP ENTERPRISES 
20778 Brana Road 
Riverside, CA 92508 
OLAJIDE ABIODUN 
OLADAPO 
20778 Brana Road 
Riverside, CA 92508 
The business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
T his registrant commenced to 
t ransact business u nder the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on NIA. 
ls/Olajlde Ablodun Oladapo 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authoriu the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on April 29, 1993. 
I hereby certify tha t this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
FIie No. 932985 
/p/5/6/13120127/93 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
T he following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
CALIFORNIA LEGAL 
ASSISfANCE CENTERS 
7006 Magnolia Ve., #165 
Riverside, CA 92506 
PITER J. O'HANLON 
138 S. Ramona Blvd., 
San J acinto, CA 92583 
The business is conducted by 
an individual. 
T his registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6/3/82. 
ls/Peter J, O'Hanlon 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorlu the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, s tate, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on April 29, 1993. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
File No. 929026 
lpll /21/28/ ,2./4/11/93 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW 
BRANCH 
PHILLIP E. MURRAY 
PITITIONER 
VS. 
KAREN J. MURRAY 
RESPONDENT 
CASE NUMBER D122284 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION 
OF SUMMONS OR 
CITATION 
Upon reading and ming 
evidence consisting of a 
declaration as provided In 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
PITITIONER PHILLIP E. 
MURRAY, and It satisfactorily 
appearing therefrom that the 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
KAREN J . MURRAY, cannot 
be served with reasonable 
diligence In any other manner 
specified In article 3, Chapter 
4, Tille 5 of the Code or CMI 
Procedure, and it also 
appearing from the verified 
complaint or petition that a 
good cause or action exists In 
this action In favor of the 
plaintiff, p etitioner, or citee 
therein and against the 
defendant, respondent, or cllee 
and that the said defenda nt, 
respondent, or cltee Is a 
necessary and property party 
to the action or that the party 
to be ser ved has or cla ims an 
interest In, r eal or personal 
property in this state that Is 
subject to the Jur isdiction of 
the Court or the relief 
demanded in the action 
consists wholly or in .,art In 
excluding such party from any 
interest In such property: 
NOW, on motion of PHILLIPE 
E. MURRAY, IN PRO PER, 
Attorney(s) for the Pla intltr(s), 
Petitloner(s), or contestant(s), 
IT IS ORDERED that the 
service of said summons or 
citation in this action be made 
upon said defendant, 
respondent, or cltee by 
publication thereof In T HE 
BLACK VOICE a newspaper 
of general circulation 
published at RIVERSIDE, 
Callfornla, hereby designated 
as the newspaper most II kel y to 
give notice to said defendant; 
that said publication be made 
at least once a week for four 
successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of said summons or 
citation and of said complaint 
or petition In this action be 
forthwith deposited In the 
United States Post Office, post-
paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
if his a ddress Is ascertained 
before expiration or the lime 
prescribed for the publication 
of this summons or citation 
and a declaration of this 
mailing or of the fact that the 
address was not ascertained be 
filed at the expiration of the 
time prescr ibed for the 
publication. 
Dated Mar 13, 1993 
J oyce Relkes 
Commissioner 
J udge 
lpl516/13120/27193 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
CHURCH OF FIRST LOVE 
1199 University Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
HOLY FAITH MINISTRIES 
INC. 
6649 Oakmeadow Dr. 
Kiverside, CA !12506 
Massachusetts 
This business Is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6/19/92. 
Isl Dr. Riase Jakpor 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authoriu the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec, 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
date Indicated by file stamp 
above. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
FIie No. 932351 
lpl4/22/291,4/6/13l93 
NOTICE OF PITITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE 
OF DONALD F. BRANDT 
CASE NUMBER: 65614 
To a ll heirs, benetldaries, 
creditors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may 
otherwise be Interested In the 
will or estate, or both, of 
donald F. Brandt, Donald 
Fredric Brand 
A PETITION has been filed by 
Barbara Deike 
THE PETITION requests that 
Barbara Deike be appointed as 
personal representative to 
administer the estate.of the 
decedent. 
THE PETITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codicils,, 
If any, be admitted to probate. 
The will and any codicils are 
available for examination In 
the file kept by the court. 
THE PITITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(l'his authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without 
obtaining court approval. 
Before taking certain very 
important actions, however, 
the personal representative 
wlll be required to give notice 
to interested persons unless 
they have waived notice or 
consented to the proposed 
actloo.) The Independent 
administration authority will 
be granted unless an Interested 
person files an objection to the 
petition and shows good cause 
why the court should not grant 
the authority. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held on 5-26-93 at 9:30 
a.m. In Dept. l, 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting or the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections or 
file written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your 
appearance may be in person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mall 
a copy to the personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date or first Issuance 
of letters u provided In section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The time-for filing 
claims will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above, 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the Ille 
kept by the court. If.you are a 
person Interested In the estate, 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice or the filing ofan 
lventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided In 
section 1250 of the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form Is 
available from the court clerk. 
Petitioner 
6327 Foster Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Barbara A. Deike 
Petitioner 
lp/4/291,516/13/20/93 
NOTICE 
LOAN NO. 
08397589/0IDIONICYPRESS 
OTHER REF. 
T.S . NO. 93-20265 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER 
A DEED OF TRUST DATED July 8 , 
1991 UNLESS YOU TAKE ACTION 
TO PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY, 
IT MAY BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC 
SALE. IF YOU NEED AN EXPLA-
NATION OF THE NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST YOU, YOU 
SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER. 
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under 
Deed of Trust 
Notice Is hereby given that 
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT 
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, as 
trustee , or successor trustee, or 
subs tituted trustee pursuant to 
the Deed of Trus t executed by 
JOHN T. DIDION AND LINDA 
DIDION Recorded 07/12/1991 in 
Book Page Inst. No. 237399 of 
Official Records in the office of 
the County Recorder of RIVER· 
SIDE County, California , and pur-
suant to the Notice of Default and 
Eleclior to Sell thereunder re-
corded 02/0111993 in Book Page 
Inst No. 38163 of said Official 
Records. will Sell on 06/03/1993 
at 2:30 P.M. at THE SIXTH 
STREET ENTRANCE TO THE 
CORONA CIVIC CENTER BUILD· 
ING 815 W. SIXTH ST. CORONA, 
CA at public auction, to the high• 
est bidder for cash (payable at the 
time of sale in lawful money of the 
United States), all right, title, and 
interest, conveyed to and now 
held by it under said Deed of 
Trust in the property situated in 
said County and State and de-
scribed as follows: LOT 366 OF 
RHINEHART ACRES, AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK 13, PAGES 
84 AND 85 OF MAPS, IN THE 
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RE· 
CORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 
A.P.267-171-004 The street ad· 
dress and othe r common desig• 
nation, if any, of the real property 
described above is purporled to 
be: 6901 SAN TRACK RD RIVER· 
SIDE. CA 92506 The undersigned 
Trustee disclaims any liability for 
any incorrectness of the street 
address and other common des-
ignation, ii any, s hown herein . 
The total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the obligation secured 
by the property to be sold and 
reasonable estimated costs , 
expenses and advances at the 
time of the initial publication of 
the Notice of sale is: $178,894.45 
In addition to cash, the Trustee 
will accept a cashier's check 
drawn on a s tate or national bank, 
a check drawn by a state or 
federal credit union or a check 
drawn by a state or federal sav-
ings and loan association, sav-
ings association or savings bank 
specified in Section 5102. of the 
Financial Code and authorized to 
do business in this state. In the 
event tender other than cash is 
accepted, the Trus tee may wi~ -
hold the issuance of the Trustee s 
Deed until funds become available 
to the payee or endorsee as a 
matter of right. Said sale will be 
made but without covenanl or 
warranty, express or implied 
regarding title, possess ion or 
encumbrances, to satisfy the 
Indebtedness secured by said 
Deed, advances thereunder, with 
interest as provided therein, and 
the unpaid principal of the note 
secured by said deed with interes t 
thereon as provided in said Note, 
fees, charges and expenses of the 
trustee and of the trusts created 
by said Deed of Trust. 
Dated: 0511 011993 
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT 
CORP. OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE 
BY: INTERSTATE TRUST DEED 
SERVICE. AGENT 23382 MILL 
CREEK DRIVE, SUITE I 230 
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653 REF I 
93-20265 714· 707-5059 By: 
LISA M. EDGAR FORECLOSURE 
TECHNICIAN 
PRIORITY 50930 
MAY13,20,27,1993 
i: 
' FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 1; 
NAME SfATEMENT l 
The following person(s) is (are) 1 
doing business as: 
HARRIS TERMITE 
CONTROL 
2762 Butterfield Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
ELIZA HARRIS 
2762 Butterfield 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
an Individual. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 5.5.93 
ls/Eliza Harris 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious " 
business name In violation.of 
the rights of another under , 
federal, state, or common law e. 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 2 Statement filed with the county ~ 
clerk of Riverside County on 
May 5, 1993. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy or the original -~ 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
File No. 933094 
lpl5/Ul201271,6/3/93 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS .1 , NAME SfATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) ~ 
!i~i:u;~n~~~ COMPANY ~ 
3157 Market Street _. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
FASIL TESHOME 
1025 Forest Dr. 
Colon, CA 92324 
This business Is conducted by 
an individual. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above oo 4-15-93 
Isl Fasil Teshome 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in th is state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the r ights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
April 15, 1993. • , 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
J County Clerk 
< "f...11 File No. 932643 £~ ~ /pl~ll/2~ 1:11,"31"' 
~ -~ 
THE RIGHT RATES 
ARE RIGHT NOW! 
1 Year ARM - Convertible 
Rate Annual Percentage Rate 
4.375% 4.604% 
• APR Based on a 30 Yea:r loan of S,00,000 with monthly payment 01$499.29 and our closfn& costs of approxtmatcly $2,654.25. Between 
mon ths 13 and 57. this loan may be converted to a fixed rate, Maximum loan amount on this program Is$ 203. 150.000. 
15 Year Fixed Rate 
Rate Annual Percentage Rate 
7.196% 
• APR Based on a 15 Year loan of$ 100,000 with monthly payment of $877.99 and our closfn& costs of approxtmatcly $3,498.00, Between 
months 13 and 57, this loan may be converted to a fixed rate. Maximum loan amoun t on this program Is$ 203,150,000. 
30 Year Fixed Rate 
Rate Annual Percentage Rote 
7.588% 
• APR Based on a 30 Yca:r loan of $100,000 with monthly payment of $628.15 and our closing costs of approximately $3,274. 10, Maximum loan 
amount on this program Is $ 203. 150.000. 
Contact one of our local agents: 
Louis Wilkens 
Sandy Saunders 
Low Down Payment Program Available 
Community Homebuyers & MCC Program 
(909) 369-1060 or (909) 686-6060 
A. 01111s1on of Prov,dent Savings Bank. 
• No prepayment penalty. Conditions, rates, fees, terms and policies subject to change without notice . 
J f 
Black Voice News 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
FOR 
HEACOCK STREET 
REHABILITATION 
COTTONWOOD AVENUE 
TO SUNNYMEAD 
BOULEVARD 
PROJECT NO. 92-23840 
Federal Aid Project No. 
STPLMA-5441 (001) 
IN THE CITY OF MORENO 
VALLEY CALIFORNIA 
1. PUBLIC NOTICE IS· 
HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
Sealed proposals will be 
received at the Office of the 
City Clerk, located al 23119-B 
Cottonwood Avenue, Moreno 
Valley, California 
92553, until 11:00 A.M. 
Tuesday, June 8, 1993 
at which lime they will be 
publicly opened and read In the 
City Council Chambers for the 
work generally described as 
follows: 
HEACOCK STREET 
' REHABILITATION 
COTTONWOOD AVENUE 
TO SUNNYMEAD 
BOULEVARD 
all to be performed in 
accordance with the Special 
Provisions, the Plans, the 
Standard Plans, the Standard 
Specification, Reference 
Specifications and other 
Contract Documents on file 
with the City of Moreno Valley, 
California. 
2. NOTICE OF PRE-BID 
MEETING CONCERNING 
DBE'S PARTICIPATION 
A pre-bid meeting Is scheduled 
for 11:00 A.M., Tuesday, June 
1. 1993. at the Capital Projects 
Division conference room , 
23119-A Cottonwood Avenue, 
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553. 
This meeting Is to infonn 
Bidders of DBE's 
subcontracting and material 
supply opportunities. Bidders' 
attendance Is a prerequisite for 
demonstrating reasonable 
effort to obtain DBE 
participation, however, if the 
DBE goal is obtained, 
attendance Is not required. 
3. TIME OF COMPLETION 
All work must be completed 
within seventy 170) working 
days after the date of 
authorization 
specified in the Notice to 
Proceed and to diligently 
prosecute said work, day to day 
thereafter, except as adjusted 
by subsequent Contract 
Change Orders. 
4. OBTAINING BIDDING 
DOCUMENTS 
Bidding Documents, including 
the Plans (24" x 36'') and 
Special Provisions but not 
Including Standard Plans, 
Standard Speclncatlons or 
Reference Specifications, may 
be obtained as follows: 
A. Delivery Service 
Delivery service will be via 
Federal Express only. Address 
all requests for delivery service 
to: 
City of Moreno Yaney 
Department of Public Works 
Capital Projects Division 
23119-A Cottonwood Avenue 
Moreno Valley, CA 925S3 
Cost Per Set: $ 35.00 
Shipping Per Set: $ 25.00 
Total Cost Per Set: $ 60.00 
B. In Person 
Bidding Documents may be 
purchased in person from the 
cashier in the Finance 
Department at the Moreno 
Valley City Hall, 23119 
Cottonwood Avenue, Bldg. B, 
Moreno Valley, CA. 
Total Cost Per Set: $ 35.00 
All fees listed above are non-
refundable. All checks shall be 
made payable to the City of 
Moreno Valley. Indicate 
Project Number on check(s). 
5. STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
The Improvements 
contemplated in the 
performance of this contract 
are Federally assisted over 
which the State of California 
(Caltrans) shall exercise 
general supervision. The State 
of California, therefore, shall 
have the right to assume full 
and direct control over this 
contract whenever the State or 
California, at Its sole discretion 
determines that this 
responsibility to the United 
States so requires. In such 
cases, the State Contract Act 
will govern. 
PROPOSAL AND 
PROPOSAL GUARANTEE 
All proposals are to be 
compared on the basis of the 
Engineer's estimate of the 
quantities of work to be done. 
No proposal will be accepted 
unless it is made on the 
Bidder's Proposal Forms 
furnished by the City. 
Each proposal shall be 
accompanied by cash or a 
certified check or cashier's 
check or bid bond in the 
amount or ten percent (10%) of 
the total bid price payable to 
the City of Moreno Valley as a 
guarantee that the bidder, If his 
or her proposal is accepted, 
will execute the Agreement, 
secure and furnish proof or 
Worker's Compensation 
Insurance, furnish any other 
insurance certificates as 
required, and furnish Faithful 
Performance Bond In the 
amount of one hundred percent 
(100%) of the total bid price, 
Labor and Materials Bond In 
the amount of one hundred 
percent (100%) of the total bid 
price, within fourteen (14) 
calendar days after the date of 
the award of the contract. 
A 
I 
Failure to execute and furnish 
said documents, within said 14 
days, shall be Just cause for the 
annulment of the award and 
forfeiture of the proposal 
guarantee pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 20172 of 
the California Public Contract 
Code. The City will retain the 
proposal guarantee of the first 
and second lowest responsible 
bidders until such time as a the 
Agreement Is executed. The 
proposal guarantees submitted 
by all other bidders will be 
released within thirty (30) days 
after the date of the Award of 
Contract. 
7. STATE LICENSE 
Not withstanding the 
provisions of Chapter 9 of 
Division 3, commencing with 
Section 7000 of the Business 
and Professions Code of the 
State of California, requiring 
the Bidder to be fully and 
properly licensed as a 
Contractor, the Bidder Is not 
required to have a license for 
submission of the Bid where 
Federal Funds are involved 
(B&P 7028.1S). However, at the 
Ume the contract is awarded 
the Prime Contractor shall 
have a Class "A" Contractors 
license or a combination of 
Specialty Class "C" licenses 
sufficient to cover all of the 
work to be performed by the 
Prime Contractor. Failure of 
the Bidder to obtain proper 
and adequate license for award 
of the contract shall constitute 
a failure to execute the 
Contract and shall result in the 
forfeiture of the Security of the 
Bidder (PCC 20103.5). 
8. OWNER'S RIGHT 
RESERVED 
Within such limits as may be 
prescribed by law, the City 
Council of the City of Moreno 
Valley reserves the right to 
reject any and all bids, to 
accept, reject or 
waive a minor variance in a 
bid, to waive any Informality in 
a bid or accept the bid or bids 
that best serve the Interest of 
the City. 
9. WORK PERFORMED BY 
CONTRACTOR 
The successful bidder shall 
perfonn, with its own 
organization, contract work 
amounting to at least 50 
percent of the contract price, 
except that any designated 
"specialty items" may be 
performed by subcontract and 
the amount of any such 
''specialty items" may be 
deducted from the contract 
price before computing the 
amount of work required to be 
performed by the Contractor. 
10. WAGE RATES 
PursAaant to proYislon of 
Section 1773 or the Labor Code 
of the State of California, the 
City of Moreno Valley has 
obtained the general prevailing 
rates of per diem wages and the 
general prevailing rate for 
holiday and overtime work 
applicable to the work to be 
done. Said rates are on file with 
the City Clerk of the City of 
Moreno Valley and copies will 
be made available to any 
interested party on request. 
The City has also determined 
applicable wage ratl!S for 
Federally funded contracts 
pursuant to the Davis-Bacon 
Act, copies or which are 
included in and made a part of 
the Contract Documents. The 
Contractor and each 
I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 r r r I I 
I I 1 > 
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Subcontractor shall pay the 14. TECHNICAL 
higher of: INFORMATION 
the prevailing wage rates as 
determined by the Secretary of For technical Information 
Labor pursuant to the relating to the details of the 
provision of the Davis-Bacon proposed project and bidding 
Act wage decision applicable to requirements, please contact 
the project location; or the Capital Projects Division of 
the general prevailing rate of the City of Moreno Valley 
per diem wages as obtained Publlc Works Department at 
and published by the State of 23119 Cottonwood, Building A, 
California, Department of Moreno Valley, Ca 92553, or by 
Industrial Relations. telephone (714) 243-3130. 
These rates shall be the By Order or the Moreno Valley 
minimum wage rates for this City Council. 
project. The Contractor shall Alicia Chavez, 
post a copy of said rates at the City Clerk 
job site throughout the period City of Moreno Valley 
of work on this project. The Date May 5, 1993 
Contractor shall see that all /p/5/13/93 
employees of both the Prime 
Contractor and Subcontractors 
are being paid rates equal to or SUPERIOR COURT OF 
greater than the said rates. CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
SAN BERNARDINO 
11. THIS PROJECT IS Central District 
SUBJECT TO THE "BUY 351 N. Arrowhead Avenue 
AMERICA" PROVISIONS OF San Bernardino, CA 92415-
THE SURFACE 0210 
TRANSPORTATION PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: 
ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1982. LINDA J. COOLEY 
12. PAYMENT RETENTION DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: 
OPTION CHARLES LEWIS, 
LAKITSATHA D. BADGETT 
Pursuant to California Public ORDER FOR PUBLICATION 
Contract Code Section 22300, OF SUMMONS OR 
the Contractor will be CITATION 
permitted the substitution of CASE NUMBER: FOCI 
securities for any monies 273349 
withheld by the City of Moreno Upon reading and filing 
Valley to ensure performance evidence consisting of a 
under Contract. At the request declaration as provided in 
and expense of the Contractor, Section 415.50 CCP by Ralph 
securities equivalent to the D. Adams, and ii satisfactorily 
amount withheld shall be appearing therefrom that the 
deposited with the City of defendant, respondent, or citee 
Moreno Valley, or with the LaKisatha D. Badgett, cannot 
state or federally chartered be served with reasonable 
bank as the escrow agent, who diligence in any other manner 
shall pay such monies to the specified in Article 3, Chapter 
Contractor after satisfactory 4, Title 5 of the Code of Civil 
completion of the Contract. Procedure, and it also 
Securities eligible for appearing from the verified 
investment under this section complaint or petition that a 
shall include those listed in good cause of action exists in 
Section 16430 of the this action in favor of the 
Government Code, bank or plaintiff, petitioner, or citee is a 
savings and loan certificates of necessary and proper party to 
deposit, interest-bearing the action or that the party to 
demand deposit accounts, and be served has or claims an 
standby letters of credit, The interest in, real or personal 
Contractor shall be the property in this state that is 
beneficial owner of any subject to the jurisdiction of 
securities substituted for the Court or the relief 
monies withheld and shall demanded In the action consists 
receive any dividends and wholly or in part in excluding 
interest thereon. such party from any interest in 
such property: NOW, on 
13. DISADVANTAGED motion of Ralph D. Adams 
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE Attorney(s) for the Plaintiff(s), 
Petitioner(s), or contestant(s), 
The project has a goal of 10 IT IS ORDERED that the 
percent disadvantage business service of said summons or 
enterprise (DBE) participation citation In this action be made 
for the total contract amount upon said defendant, 
which includes federal respondent, or citee by 
participating and non- publication thereof in BLACK 
participating items of work. VOICE NEWS a newspaper of 
It shall be the bidder's general circulation published at 
responsibility to meet the goal defendant; that said 
for DBE participation or to publication be made at least 
provide information to once a week for four successive 
establish that, prior to bidding, weeks. 
JhE:.bl,ddq JJ1ade &oodf11lth, IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
efforts to do so. that a copy of said summons or 
Bids are required for the entire citation and of said complain or 
work described herein. This petition in this action be 
contract is subject to the State forthwith deposited in the 
contract nondiscrimination and United States Post Office, post 
compliance requirements paid, directed to said 
pursuant to Government Code defendant, respondent, or citee 
Section 12990. if his address Is ascertain 
The City or Moreno Valley before expiration of the time 
hereby notifies all bidders that prescribed for the publication 
it will affirmatively insure that of this summons or citation and 
In any contract entered into a declaration of this mailing or 
pursuant to this advertisement, of the fact that the address was 
disadvantaged business not ascertained be tiled at the 
enterprises will be afforded full expiration of the time 
opportunity to submit bids In prescribed for the publication. 
response to this invitation and Dated February 11, 1993 
will not be discriminated A. REX VICTOR 
against on the grounds of race, JUDGE 
color or national origin in /p/5/13/20/27/,6/3/93 
consideration for an award. 
I, 
SUPERIOR COURT OF held by If under said Deed of 20, distant North 57 degrees 59' IF AVAILABLE, THE 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF Trust In the property 15" West 155 feet from the EXPECTED OPENING BID 
SAN BERNARDINO hereinafter described: most Easterly comer of said MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
Central District TRUSTOR: RONALD L. lot; thence South 18 degrees 39' CALLING THE 
351 N. Arrowhead Avenue RILEY 20" East to the Southeasterly FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
San Bernardino, CA 92415- DONNA JEAN COBLE line of said lot 20, thence North NUMBER ON THE DAY 
0210 BENEFICIARY: UNION OIL to a point on the Northeasterly BEFORE THE SALE: (714) 
PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: L.A. TERMINAL line of said lot that bears 385-4837 OR (213) 627-4865. 
LINDA J. COOLEY EMPLOYEES Southeasterly 85 feet from the TAC72361 
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION point of beginning; thence /p/5/13/20/27/93 
recorded April 6, 1934 as In\tr. Northeasterly line of said lot, 
CHARLES LEWIS, No. 70902 In Book 1934 pagi 85 feet to the point of FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
LAKITSATHA D. BADGETT 70902 of Official Records In the beginning: Except that portion NAME STATEMENT 
. ' ORDER FOR PUBLICATION office of the Recorder of Included within Parcel 2 The following person(s) is (are) ; 
OF SUMMONS OR Riverside County; said deed of described herein. doing business as: : 
CITATION trust describes the following YOU ARE IN DEFAULT PROFESSIONAL MAID ' 
CASE NUMBER: FOCI property: UNDER A DEED OF TRUST SERVICE AGENCY (PMSA) 
273349 EXHIBIT "A" DEED 2/14/84. UNLESS YOU 5570 Gloucester Way .. , 
Upon reading and filing PARCEL 1: That portion of TAKE ACTION TO Riverside, CA 92506 • I 
' ,, 
evidence consisting of a Lot 19 of Sunny Slope Heights, PROTECT YOUR ¥ · 1 . 
declaration as provided in In the County of Riverside, PROPERTY, IT MAY BE DIANE SIMPSON-HOWA~ :;· 
Section 415.50 CCP by Ralph State or California, as per map SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 5570 Gloucester Way ' 
D. Adams, and it satisfactorily recorded in Book 22 Pages 45 IF YOU NEED AN Riverside, CA 92506 
appearing therefrom that the and 45 or maps, in the office of EXPLA_NATION OF THE 
defendant, respondent, or cltee the county recorder of said NATURE OF THE MICHAEL HOWARD ... ,, 
Charles Lewis, cannot be county, described as follows: PROCEEDING AGAINST 5570 Gloucester Way - ·~#--
served with reasonable Beginning at the most YOU, YOU SHOULD Riverside, CA 92506 ~ ' ;·. 
diligence In any other manner southerly, corner of said lot; CONTACT A LAWYER. This business Is conducted by • 
~•. 
specified in Article 3, Chapter thence North 31 degrees 58' 3535 MANOR DR., an Individual. : '~ • I 
4, Title 5 of the Code of Civil East on the Easterly line of said RIVERSIDE, CA. 92509 This registrant commenced to ·; ... 
Procedure, and it also Lot, 90 feet; thence North 58 *(If a street addre is common transact business under the ~ 
appearing from the verified degrees 92' West parallel with designation of property is fictitious business name or . • 
complaint or petition that a the Southwesterly line of said shown above, no warranty is names listed above on N/A . 
'• •' • I good cause of action exists hi lot, 260 feet 02' West parallel given as to its completeness or ls/Diane Simpson-Howard 
this action In favor of the with the Southwesterly line of correctness)." The beneficiary The filing of this statement 
plaintiff, petitioner, or citee Is a said lot, 260 feet to the under said Deed ofTrust1 by does not of Itself authorize the- 8 
necessary and proper party to Northwesterly line of said lot; reason of a breach or default in use In this state of a fictitious -~ 
the action or that the party lo thence South 31 degrees 58' the obligations secured thereby, business name in violation of, ::j 
be served has or claims an West on the Northwesterly line heretofore executed and the rights of another under . • • 
of said lot, 90 feet to the most delivered to the undersigned a federal, state, or common law:". interest in, real or personal 
property In this state that is Westerly comer thereof; thence written Declaration of Default (sec.14400 et. seq, b & p code~~- , 
South S8 degrees 02' East on and Demand for Sale, and Statement filed with the county, subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Court or the relief the Southwesterly line of said written notice of default and of clerk of Riverside County on . . 
demanded in the action consists lot, 260 feet to the point of election to cause the May 10, 1993. ; ' 
wholly or in part in excluding beginning. undersigned lo sell property to I hereby certify that this copy js 
such party from any interest In Except the following described satisfy said obligations, and a orrect copy or the original .~. 
such property: NOW, on portion: Beginning at the most thereafter the undersigned statement on file In my office. ' 
motion of Ralph D. Adams Westerly comer of said lot; caused said notice of default William E. Conerly, ,.,. 
Attorney(s) for the Plaintiff(s), thence 68 degrees 02' East on and of election to be recorded County Clerk ,, . ..,. 
• 
Petitioner(s), or contestant(s), the Southwesterly line of said February 1, 1993 as Instr. No. F11e No. 933165 
. ! 
IT IS ORDERED that the lot, 105 feet; thence North 13 37995 In Book Of Official /p/5/13fl..0/27/,6/3/93 . 
service of said summons or degrees 34' 45" East, lo the Records In the office of the . ' • I 
citation In this action be made Northwesterly line or said recorder of Riverside county; FICTITIOUS BUSINESS •• 
• 
upon said defendant, Parcel; thence North 58 Riverside. NAME ST TEMENT . ~- j ..... 
respondent, or citee by degrees 02 • West to the Said Sale of property will be The followin~ person(s) is (are}; ' 4 
• 4 
made in "as is'' condition • publication thereof in BLACK Northwesterly line of said lot; doing business as: • .• • 
VOICE NEWS a newspaper of thence South 31 degrees 58' without covenant or warranty, CAL-TEX OFFICE VENDIN(t • 
3243 Arlington Ave. # 310 • ~L-, general circulation published at West 90 feet to the point of 
defendant; that said beginning. 
publication be made at least Also except that portion lying 
once a week for four successive within the Northwesterly 75 
weeks. feet of lot 19, the Southeasterly 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED line of said 75 foot parcel being 
that a copy of said summons or parallel with the Northwesterly 
citation and of said complain or line of said lot. 
petition in th is action be PARCEL 2: An easement for 
forthwith deposited In the roadway purposes for ingress 
United States Post Office, post and egress over that portion of 
paid, directed to said lot 20 of Sunnyslope Heights, in 
defendant, respondent, or citee the county of R lverside, State 
if his address Is ascertain of California, as per map 
before expiration of the time recorded in Book 22 Pages 54 
prescribed for the publication and 54 of maps, in the office of 
of this summons or citation and the county recorder of said 
a declaration of this malling or county, described as follows: 
of the fact that the address was The Westerly and Northerly 
not ascertained be filed at the edge of said roadway easement 
expiration of the time to be along the following 
prescribed for the publication. described line: Beginning at a 
Dated February 11, 1993 point on the Northeasterly l ine 
A. REX VICTOR of said line lot 20, distant North 
JUDGE 57 degrees 59' 15" West 155 
/p/5/13/20/27/,6/3/93 feet from the most Easterly 
corner of said lot; thence South 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S 18 degrees 39' 20" East 96. 10 · 
SALE feet; thence South 7 degrees 11' 
Loan No. 19224 0" East 42.63 feet; thence 
/RILEY/COBLE South 21 degrees 50' 20" West 
TS. No.1148586 40.,59 feet; thence South 56 
UNIT CODE I degrees 43' 50'' West 68.08 feet, 
AP# 177-070-020,6 thence South 74 degrees 26' 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 10'' West, 45.76 feet to the 
as duly appointed Trustee Southerly line of said lot. 
under the following described PARCEL 3: An easement for 
deed of trust WILL SELL AT roadway purposes over that 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE portion lot 20 of Sunny Slope 
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR Heights, In the County of 
CASH (in the forms which are Riverside, State of California, 
lawful tender In the United as per map recorded In Book 
States) and/or the cashier's 22 Pages 45 and 45 of maps, In 
certified or other checks the office of the county 
specified in Civil Code Section recorder of said county, 
2924h (payable in full at the described as follows: 
time of sale) all right, title and Beginning at a point of the 
interest conveyed to and now Northwesterly line of said lot 
express or Implied, regarding 
title possession, or Riverside, CA 92506 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum of the WALTER COLEMl\N 
note(s) secured by said deed of 5033 Tophlll Pl. 
Trust, with Interest as in said Riverside, CA 92507 a ' 
note provided, advances, If any, This business is conducted by,, 
under the tenns of said Deed of an Individual. ,I 
Trust, fees, charges and This registrant commenced to 
expenses of the Trustee and of transact business under the ' •1 
the trusts created by said Deed fictitious business name or • ~~ 
of Trust. Said sale will be held names listed above on 4/91/937'./ 
on: ls/Walter Coleman 
June 3, 1993, at 3:30 p.m. at the The tiling of this statement : 
Main Street entrance to the docs not of Itself authorize the 
County Courthouse, 4050 Main use in this state of a fictitious 
St., Riverside, CA business name in violation ctf 
At the time of the initial the rights of another under ' 
publication orthls notice, the federal, state, or common la~ r' 
total amount of the unpaid (sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
balance of the obligation Statement filed with the county 
secured by the above described clerk of Riverside County on '· 
deed of trust and estimated May 10, 1993. . , 
costs, expenses, and advances is I hereby certify that this copy•ls 
$29,755.50. a correct copy of the original ' 
It is possible that at the time of statement on file In my office: 
sale the opening bid may be WIiiiam E. Conerly, -: 
less than the tot'al'lndebtedriess County Clerk 
due. FileNo. 933 -,;' 
Date: 5/05/93 /p/5/13/20/27/,6/3/93 
TD. SERVICE COMPANY 
as said Trustee Don't . Cindy Stidham, Assistant ... t • ., 
Secretary . . '
3130 Chicago Ave., #170, Delay Riverside, CA 92507 •• • (909) 683-3083 :,·~ 
- - t 
Free Home Buyers Workshop . 
Offered by Riverside Fair Housing Council's Home 
Loan Counseling Center will be conducted Saturday, 
May 22nd, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 3600 Lime Street 
Suite 612, Riverside. Call 909-682-6581 for 
reservations and Information. "'.'• 
The workshop will cover basic Information abo0ut . 
applying for a loan and preparing for the Home 
Buying Process. 
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Introducing Metrolink lo San Bernardino, Rialto and Upland .;r 
· ;, 
Freeway traffic is no fun. Except 
when you zoom by it at aver 70mph 
Metro/ink commuter service to LA 
oogins May 17. 
And the first week is free. 
Drive to your riearesr station and 
park free in a secure ot. pick up your 
free ticket from a Metro:ink Ambassador 
and climb aooard. 
On the way to L A. admire the 
smooth nde and comfortable intenor -
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
and srnile at the traffic on the 1 O. 
R de free from Union Station to ycur 
office on an MTA. DASH Metrolink 
shuttle bus or the new Metro Red LJne 
subvvay 
Check the schedule below or call 
1-800-371-LINK for more information. 
tvetrolink. We'll keep you smiling. 
•~• METROLINK 
5/ 17/ 93 
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African -American Owned 
:_Freeway Lincoln Mercury Volkswagen 
President Chuck McVay 
'93 Mercury Sable GS 
$17,063.95 -
After $750 Factory Rebate Serial # 602948 
6.9% Factory Financing Available 
'93 Mercury Cougar XR-7 
$15,517 • ~Ser#649332 
'93 Lincoln Town Car Signature 
$34,594.00 
Ser# 695959 After Factory Rebate of f $1,0000 
'93 Lincoln Continental 
$29,503 
After Rebate of $1,000 Serial# 704600 
FREEWAY Lincoln-Mercury • VW Inc. 
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino, CA 9Z408 
C 909) 889-3514 or 1•800-237•8115 
'93-Mercu ry\,mage~t,t:: 
$19,561.15····: 
7 Passenger Wagon - Ser# J18352 
'93 Mercury Tracer 
$10,935.55 
After $200 Rebate Ser# 641164 
Young Buyer Rebates ' • 
on selected models ' 
Sales Staff: Larry Mikens, Horace Daniels, Garland Latta, Michael Brayboy, 
Michael Cook, Robert Justice, Cleveland McNary. Sales Manager Bob Padilla, 
Finance Manager Jim Haggerty. 
'93 Lincoln MK VIII ,. ~ . 
$34,458 :, 
'93 Mercury Grand 
Marquis GS 4 Dr 
Ser# 711305 · 
$ 2 0, 1 6 7 • 15 after $1,500 Factory Rebate Ser# 645957 
MERCURY 
LINCOLN 
Quality is Job 1. 
